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Emergency —
Please Help Us!
Some of the Housing Office
Files are at the city dump! If
you were on the waiting list for
a room for next year or applied
for summer housing, please
come to. the Housing Office, in
Hamlin, immediately.

A & P Committee Quashes Harold's Appeal
by Alan Levinc

Earlier this semester, the contract of C, Brent Harold, assistant
professor of English, was not
renewed for next year by the
Appointments and Promotions
Committee, because of his poor
performance on the student course
evaluations. In a recent move, the
Appeals Committee recommended
extending his contract, another
year. However, its recommendation was overruled by the Appoint-

ments and Promotions Committee,
and, as it stands, Harold is still out
of a job.

. •

Professor Robert Lindsay is
chairman of the newly organized
Appeals Committee, which includes Professors Norman Miller
and Eugene Davis.The Harold case
was the first one to come before the
Committee. Lindsay felt that the
effectiveness of the Committee
cannot be judged solely on this
case. He considered it "premature

Students Share Honors
Academic prizes and honors
were presented May II to 96
Trinity College students, including
42 from Connecticut, during
28th annual Honors Day ceremonies held in the College Chapel.
Andrew H. Feiedman, an
economics and mathematics major
from Stamford, Conn., won four
prizes. The graduating senior was
awarded first ,'m the Ferguson
Prizes in Economic Essays, The
Faculty of Economics Award, the Pi
Gamma Mu Scholarship Award and
the Phi Gamma Delta Senior Prize.
This year for the first time The
Mitchel N. Pappas Memorial Prizes
were awarded to senior students
who show special promise in studio
arts. The prizes were presented by
Mrs. Mitchel N. Pappas to Stephen
M. Sunega of Niantic, Conn, for
sculpture and to Timothy M.
Ghriskcy of Greenwich, Conn, for

photography. Pappas was a longtime member of the Trinity faculty
of fine arts and a nationally
acclaimed painter who had exhibited in Boston, New York, and
locally, and received many awards.
He died in 1971.
The Human Relations Award
was presented to seniors Hillary R.
Bercovici, New York, N.Y.; John C.
Gillespie of Brown Mills, N.J.;Susan H. Kepnes of Marblehead,
Mass.; Ross A. Lewin of Highland
Park, 111.; and to junior Alyson B.
Henning of Greenwich, Conn. The
awards are given to students for
their efforts to further the development of good human relations and
sportsmanship.
The Samuel S. Fishzohn
Awards in the areas of civil rights
and civil liberties Were shared by
senior Frederick D. Hornung,
Chicago, III., and junior George M.

MargoHs, Lyme Center, N.H. The
Fishzohn Awards for Community
Service went to seniors Mark
Henrickson, Wilmington, Del.;
Virginia L. Sanchez, Yonkers,
N.Y.; and Tracey M. Wilson of
Granby, Conn. Wilson was also
commended for her activity in the
Trinity Community Action Center.
Also commended for their activity
in TCAC were: Mimi Baron,
Richard I. Feinberg, Peter S.Feinman, Alyson Henning, Ross A.
Lewin, Andrea Pereira, C. Bowdoin
Train,
The Fishzohn awards were
established in 1966 in memory'of
Samuel S. Fishzohn, a prominent
figure in social work and commu'. nity welfare; •. :
Other awards and prizes were
given in chemistry, drama, biology,
art history, art, economics, engicont. on page 4

to make any judgment on one
case." Nevertheless, he expressed
the opinion that there are no more
options within the college that
Harold can use. "As far as we're
concerned, the appeals process is
now exhausted," commented
Lindsay. Professor Richard Lee,
chairman of the Appointments and
Promotions Committee refused to
comment on the case at present.
Harold felt that, since the
Appeals Committee's first decision
was overruled, it shows that the
appeals procedure is a mockery.
When asked where he currently
stands, Harold said, "It leaves me
without a job." However, he is not
accepting the ruling without a
fight. He plans to go to a lawyer for
legal advice. If there is any legal
action that can be taken, he will
take it.
- He is resorting to means
outside the school, because he, like
Lindsay, feels that there is nothing
left for him to do about it at Trinity.
There is no one left with whom he
may speak, since President Lockwood is an ex-officio member of the
Appointments and Promotions
Committee. This Committee is the
second most influential body on
faculty positions at Trinity, second
only to the Trustees. Writing
individual letters to the Trustees,
Harold believes, would be worthless. Harold considered his predicament "another example of highhandedness at Trinity College1'
and felt that he was being "very
unfairly treated."

Woolsey Johnson '78 is among
the students who firmly support
Harold. He has worked to show
Harold's effectiveness as a teacher
and is eager to know the real story
behind the firing. He is convinced
that no one knows the whole story
except the Appointments and Promotions Committee and Professor
Paul Smith, chairman of the
English department. Apparently,
Smith does not think that Harold is
a good teacher, but Johnson is
uncertain what effect Smith's feelings have had on the Committee.
Johnson pointed out that Smith
had personally chosen Harold after
a national search for a professor
with a Marxist viewpoint. Now,
Smith has evidently lost his favorable impression of him.
Shortly before spring vacation,
Johnson became awafe of Harold's
situation. To prove Harold's worth,
Jchnson conducted a poll of his
students. The response was overwhelmingly positive; 84% of the
respondents had a favorable
impression of Harold. Also, he
received support from fellow
faculty members and graduate
students. Nevertheless, the
Appointments and Promotions
Committee remains resoiute in its
position to deny C. Brent Harold a
contract for another year.
Johnson feels sure that there is
more to their decision than the
student course evaluations. He
said, "I'm really interested in
knowing what the real situation is. I
cont. on page 3

Trinity Awards Honorary Degrees

Mr. Carlyle F. Barnes

Trinity College will award seven
honorary degrees May 29 during
the afternoon exercises at the
College's 151st Commencement.
Included among the recipients will
be the governor of Connecticut, the
head of the Smithsonian Institution, the president of St. Joseph
College, a network news correspondent, and an ambassador from
Gambia.
Honorary degree recipients will
be Carlyle F. Barnes, chairman of
the executive committee of Barnes
Group, Inc., Bristol, Connecticut;
The Right Reverend Frank S.
Cerveny, Bishop of the Episcopal
Diocese of Florida; Ella T. Grasso,
83rd governor of Connecticut;
Sister Mary Consolata O'Connor,
president of St. Joseph College,
West Hartford, Connecticut; Harry
Reasoner, ABC news correspondent; S. Dillon Ripley, secretary of
the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.; and Ousman A.
Sallah, ambassador extraordinary
and plenipotentiary to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia from The
Gambia.
Harry Reasoner, award—winning ABC news correspondent, will
deliver the Commencement
address. Prior to joining ABC,
Reasoner worked for CBS News as
newscaster, commentator and correspondent for 14 years. Trinity
will award him the Doctor of Laws
(LL.D.) degree.
Carlyle F. Barnes, who will
receive the Doctor of Laws (LL.D.)
decree graduated from Wesleyan
University in 1948 with a B.A. in

economics. He has been associated
with the Barnes Group, Inc. of
Bristol (formerly Associated Spring
Corporation) since graduation,
joining the company as a divisional
staff assistant in 1948.
He is a director of numerous
organizations in the State, among
them the United Bank & Trust
Company (Hartford), The Travelers
Insurance Companies (Hartford),
Kaman Corporation (Bloomfield),
and the Burndy Corporation
(Norwalk)..Barnes is also director
and former president of the Bristol
Hospital, Inc.; a trustee of the
Connecticut Public Expenditure
Council; director and former chairman of the Bristol United Way and
a trustee of St. Lawrence University, Canton, New York; trustee
and Connecticut chairman of the
Newcomen Society .in North
America; and president of the
Barnes Foundation, Inc. He is also
a Benjamin Franklin Fellow of the
Royal Society of Arts, London,
England.
The Right Reverend Frank S.
Cerveny was consecrated sixth
Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of
Florida in 1974 and was enthroned
the following January. He was
graduated from Trinity College in
1955 and from The General Theological Seminary in New York City
in 1958. Trinity will award him the
Doctor of Divinity (D.D.) degree.
Bishop Cerveny's priesthood
spans a wide spectrum of pastoral
experiences. His ministry began in
suburban Miami Shores, Florida,
then moved to Trinity Parish in

New York City where he was
intimately involved in inner-city
work in the lower East Side,
Brooklyn and Chinatown. He then
worked for five years in Jackson,
Tennessee during the period of
intense racial strife..
He has received the honorary
Doctor of Divinity degree from the
University of the South and The
General Theological Seminary.
Bishop Cerveny will deliver the
traditional Trinity Baccalaureate
address in the morning.
Trinity will award the Doctor of
Laws (LL.D.) degree to Connecticut
Governor Ella T. Grasso who
assumed office in January, 1975.
A lifelong resident of Windsor
Locks, Connecticut, Governor
Grasso attended Mt. Holyoke
College where she received the
B.A. with honors in 1940 and the
M.A, in economics and sociology in
1942. She also holds honorary
doctorates from Mt. Holyoke,
Sacred Heart University and Smith
College. In public life since
election to the Connecticut Genera)
Assembly in 1952, Mrs. Grasso has
served as floor leader, as member
of the Long Lane Farm Study
Commission and on the Highway
Financing Study Commission. Between 1959 and 1970, Mrs. Grasso
was secretary of the state. She was
also vice chairman of the Executive
Committee on Human Rights and
Opportunities and chairman of the
Planning Committee for the Governor's Commission on the Status of
Women.
cont. on page 3

The Rt. Rev. Frank S. Cerveny

The Honorable Ella T. Grasso
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Four Lauded For 25 Years of Service
Honored recently for 25 years of service to
Trinity College were, from left below,
Michael R. Campo, West Hartford,
professor of modern languages; Karl
Kurth, Jr., East Hartford, professor of
physical education and director of athletics; and Roy A. Bath, Wethersfield,
professor of physical education. Pictured at
left is Joyce E. LaPorte, Coventry,
administrative assistant to the director of
admissions.

Apathy Prevails

photo by Rick Sager

news editor of the Yale Daily News.
What is the mood of college Although tuition and fees there
students according to the peqple have more than doubled since 1965
who are charged with, reflecting to around 57,000 per year. Harris
said students have not complained.
and affecting those attitudes?
A recent CPS survey of five The black community at Yale, he
college newsmen on student news- continued, has been alienated by
papers at Yale, UCLA, the Univer- the Marxist rhetoric of the radical
sity of Wisconsin at Madison, the student leaders who remain.
University of Texas at Austin, and
"It's much more difficult to get
Tulane University in New Orleans, into business and journalism school
La., suggests that editorial percep- here, now," echoed Alan Kamtions of college students' attitudes men, campus editor of the Daily
and aims are remarkably similar. In Cardinal at the University of,
short, all five college newspaper Wisconsin.
representatives agreed that1.
"The university has a politically
—Students have become politi- active past," he said, "but things
cally apathetic;
are much quieter now, probably
—Students are placing more because of the recession."
emphasis on obtaining high-quality
Kammen noted that only eight
educations and on landing good percent of the student body turned
jobs after graduation;
out to vote in a recent student
—demonstrations, if they have government election at Madison.
been staged at all this academic
Yale Daily News editor Harris
year, have been poorly attended in predicted, however, that the stucomparison to the political rallies dents' "passive acceptance of
that occurred in the late sixties and what's going on" will swing
early seventies;
pendulum-like to civil disobedience
—students have been as apathetic arid protest within several years.
about campus issues, including Students this year, -he saidY are
widespread tuition hikes, as about more politically aware than they
broader political concerns.
were, in the previous two years and
"We have all types of wheeling protests this year were "more
and dealing in the administration- forceful and better attended" than
it's almost like the Nixon adminis- any at Yale since 1970.
tration," observed Barry Grey
Though a survey of five newsstaff writer for the UCLA. Daily men at large universities in differBruin. Still, "there is no political ent regions can hardly be accepted
resistance from the students."
as comprehensive, their virtually
Noreen Channels of the- socioOnly a coalition of students, unanimous judgments of student logy department gave a lecture on
which incorporated several political political attitudes suggests that
Monday, May 9, in the Life Science
causes into its platform, could college editors think they ate
Center. Tjie topic of her address
drum up enough support to stage a dealing with people who care more was the results of her "studies on
demonstration at UCLA this year. about secure personal futures than
social service agencies. For her
Protesting layoffs of teaching revolution or social and political
unit of analysis she used random
assistants and alleged racism change.
social service agencies, giving
amongst Bruin staff members,
Even in the face of yawning
direct or private service, from
around 300 noisy demonstrators apathy, however, editors feel their
Hartford and surrounding towns.
recently stormed the newspaper's papers can offer direction and
Ms. Channels opened her talk
offices.
obtain results.
by describing the ways in which
"1 think the newspaper is the these organizations have been
"The campus has been very,
very quiet since the trial of Bobby most influential student organizaanalyzed in the past. One method,
Seale in 1970," said John Harris, tion on campus," said Greg the "closed system" attempts to
Ptachek, editor of Tulane's news- find out about an organization by
paper, the Hullabaloo. "We can looking "inside" at the inner
change things by bringing publicity workings. A second method seeks
. ' ••
Nancy P. Grosjean, 24, of to them."
to explain the agency by the logic of
Bedford, New York and FarmingDespite a fall survey which the people within it. The third is
ton, Connecticut, died March 23 at indicated that a plurality of Austin
"goal orientated; "insights into the
her home after a long illness.
students felt the Texan did not organization are reached by knowShe was a graduate of the "effectively represent student ing about its goals.
Rippowam School and Miss opinion" (the Texan neglected to
Ms. Channels has taken a fresh
Porter's School, Farmington, print the results of the survey),
approach to the problem by looking
Connecticut, and had attended editor Malone felt that his editor- at what the agency is dependent
Trinity.'She had several exhibits of ials will be able to persuade upon its environment for. She feels
jewelry, sculpture and poetry while administrators to act as lpng as the that by looking at how an organizaat Trinity and she was also active in paper can "get past knee-jerk tion tries to control its environchoral work. She was a president of criticism—our arguments have to ment, we can explain its behavior.
be reasoned out.
the Trinity Folk Society.
One way in which an organizaAnd Kammen, campus editor at tion will try to control its environMiss Grosjean is survived by
her mother, Mrs. Walter Evers; the Cardinal, said that publicity can ment is by getting rid of any
her father, Robert L. Grosjean; and sometimes get action, but admitted uncertainties within that environthres sisters, Mrs. Rodman K. Tilt, that "the more I work on the paper,
ment. The; agency will first find the
Jr., Diane Davies Grosjean, and the less I can judge what effect it's uncertainties, try to discern the
having on the student body."
Maria Emlen Grosjean.
reasons for them, and then make

Sodal Services Studied

N. Grosjean, 24

ties with other organizations that
can help them get tid of these
uncertainties.
In her study, Ms. Channels held
direct, verbal, and fairly structured
interviews with the directors (or
someone close to them) of the
selected organizations.
First, she asked them to
describe the services they performed. Then she asked some
structural questions about personnel and offices, their board of
directors and how they are organized, and who their major clients
are. For what Ms. Channels
described as one of the two most
important parts of the interview,
she gave them a list of six
resources: money, staff, facilities,
services provided by others,
clients, and information, and asked
them to list them in order of
importance, then in terms of
scarcity, and finally, in terms of
how easily they are acquired.
For the second most important
question, they were asked to list
the five public and five private
agencies most important to their
functioning, and the one social
agency most like theirs. Then they
were asked eight questions to be
answered for each of the listed
agencies. These were asked in
order, First those which they were
likely to have the most control over,

and ending with those they would
have the least control over.
The results were also in graduating percents. Seventy eight percent kept close contact with the
other directors, 65% gave information to the other organizations,
59% received information, 52%
had verbal agreements, and 38%
had written agreements.
They were also asked the level
of the organization at which the
relationship was kept, and what
they would do if the organization in
question did not exist. Fifty four
percent wouldn't do anything;
twenty three percent would try to
fill the function themselves. In
answer to how important this
relationship was to the function of
their organization, 49% said that
the five most important agencies
were very important (the environment does have its effect on
organizations.)
But concerning the agencies
most similar, 57% said they hacl no
relationship at all, and only 29%
said that this relationship was
important to their functioning. The
agencies that regarded their relationship with the one most similar
as important tended to view all
relationships as important. This
study seems to have narrowed
clown the effect of the environment
on social service organizations.
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Seven Receive Honorary Degrees

cont. from page 1
She has served two terms in
Congress as U.S. representative
from the Sixth District, as a
member of the Veterans' Affairs
Committee and the Education and
Labor committee. She was the first
member of the House to be
appointed to the Federal Council on
the Arts and Humanities.
In 1960 she was a member of
the Democratic National Platform
Committee and co-chairman of the
Resolutions Committee of the
Democratic National Conventions
in 1964 and 1968. She is currently

Sister Mary Consolata

chairperson of the New England
Governors' Conference.
Sister
Mary
Consolata
O'Connor, president of St. Joseph
College, will be awarded the
degree of Doctor of Humanities
(D.Hum.).
Sister Consolata received the
B.A. from St. Joseph and the M.A.
and Ph.D. from the Catholic
University of America. After
teaching at St. Peter's School and
Cathedral High School in Hartford,
she joined St. Joseph as professor
of history and dean of students,
later becoming academic dean and,
in 1969, president.
She is a member of the
American Historical Association
and the New England Historical
Association and is currently vice
president of the Greater Hartford
Consortium for Higher Education.
Sister Consolata is on the board
of trustees of the Society for
Savings. In 1973 she was the
recipient of the National Human
Relations Award from the National
Conference of Christians and Jews.
Reasoner has received numerous awards including the Honor
Medal from the University of
Missouri School of Journalism, the
George Foster Peabody Award, an
award from the National Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences and
the University of Southern California Journalism Alumni Associa-

tion Distinguished Achievement
Award. In 1974 he shared an
"Emmy" award and also received
the Overseas Press Club of
America Award for the best
television documentary for 1973.
During his career as newsman,
Reasoner has served as White
House correspondent, as drama
critic, and as co-anchorman for
coverage of Pope Paul's visit to the
U.S. in-1965. Reasoner was educated at Stanford University and
the University of Minnesota and
began his journalism career in 1942
on the Minneapolis Times.
S. Dillon Ripley, secretary of
the Smithsonian Institution, is a
biologist, ecologist, authority on
the birds of the Far East, educator
, and museum administrator.:Trinity
is conferring the Doctor of Science
(Sc.D.) degree on Ripley.
Ripley assumed the Smithsonian post in 1964 after serving four
years as director of Yale University's Peabody Museum of Natural
History and 18 years as a member
of Yale's faculty. He received the
B.A. from Yale and the Ph.D. from
Harvard University.
A prolific author Trail of the
Money Bird, Search for the Spiny
Babbler, A Paddling of Ducks,
Ripley also serves on nearly 100
committees and is also a director or
trustee of numerous museums and
educational institutions. He holds

TCAC Works With Community
by Gary Abramson
The Trinity Community Action
Center (TCAC) is a recently formed
campus organization dedicated to
encouraging and aiding members
of the Trinity community to become
involved with the Hartford community, of which Trinity is a part.
Although some interest in the
community had existed previously,
the December meeting of President's Fellows on the topic of
Trinity and the Community really
served to get the ball earnestly
rolling on the issue of Trinity's
involvement. Many of the President's Fellows took an interest in
forming TCAC to create a campus
organization which would emphasize Trinity's relation to its
surrounding area.
One of the ways by which
Trinity students can become involved in the community is through
internships. In previous years the
Office of Community Affairs, headed by Ivan Backer, has made
contacts and aided students with
intern programs, while serving as a
liaison to the community by setting
up forums and classroom speakers.
These internships have either
involved volunteer programs or
credit-earning work. During the
past academic year, however, Ivan
Backer has been at work with the
Office of Graduate and Community
Education, which has left him with
no'time for coordinating volunteer
work and little time for his previous
role as advisor for internships.
Upon recognizing this problem,
TCAC has proposed that an
Internship Director be hired,
, possibly to serve half-time for the
Women's Center, or as a professor
of Urban and Environmental
Studies. Recently TCAC approach-

Lockwood Treks
President Lockwood is beginning to plan a trekking trip
for Christmas vacation, 19771978 He has narrowed possible destinations to the following: Mt. Kenya in Kenya,
the Andes Mountains in Ecuador and New Zealand.
All students interested in
joining President Loekwood
should leave their names and
addresses and destination
prdVreiiee(s) with his secretary in Downes Memorial
before they leave for summer

ed President Lockwood on this
matter, and he offered to hav his
Assistant serve half-time as Director.
This past Wednesday at 4 P.M.,
TCAC met to discuss, among other
issues, the Internship Director.
Initially, some people felt that a
director was unnecessary, but
eventually the issue evolved into
whether, by having an Internship
Director who was part of the
Administration, TCAC would give
up much of its student control.
Another concern was that the
director would not be effective in a
passive role, but would have to
search out and encourage students,
along with having resources and
contacts to offer. By the end of the
meeting, excepting one dissenting
opinion, the group decided that an
Internship Director was needed,
and that some bargaining with the
Administration was necessary.
Since its formation TCAC has a
number of accomplishments to its
credit and has some ambitious
future plans.It has hosted Intern-

ship Night, worked on the May 1
Play Day in Hartford, and is
rewriting the section on Trinity and
Hartford in the College Bulletin.
Plans for a public relations campaign during Freshman Orientation
are sorely needed, as many of the
current members will be graduating in a couple of weeks.
During the first week of school
next fall* a tour of Hartford is
planned to encourage action and
identification with the community.
A booklet on internships would be
available in September. One of the
members of TCAC, Andrea
Pereira, mentioned that she would
like to see "workshops on community action involving the faculty and
administration with the students."
Another member of TCAC,
Tracy Wilson, feels that "the
purpose of the group is to get
people involved; once there is large
involvement with the community,
this group won't be needed." In
the meantime, there's a long way
to go: next meeting is Wednesday,
4 P.M. in Alumni Lounge,

New Directors Join Whiting
HARTFORD-Dr. Eric A Plaut,
Commissioner of the State Department of Mental Health, has
announced two actions to fill
administrative positions at Whiting
Forensic Institute (WFI) in
Middletown.
"The department and Yale
University have joined to recruit a
Director for the Institute," Dr.
Plaut said, "and Robert B. Jacques
of Westerly, Rhode Island, has
been appointed as Director of
Nursing at the Institute, effective
immediately."
Dr. Plaut said that a search
committee, headed by Dr. Boris
Astrachan, Director of the Connecticut Mental Health Center, is
actively seeking "the most qualified candidate for director."
"In addition to heading the
program at WFI, the commissioner
added, "the director will also hold
a faculty appointment in the
Department of Psychiatry, Yale
University School of Medicine.
"The use of Whiting as a
training ground for those seeking
to specialize in forensic psychiatry
is also being explored." Dr. Plaut
added.
"Interest in such an endeavor,
Commissioner Plaut went on, "has
been expressed by both Yale and

the University of Connecticut.''
Jacques will be leaving his
present position as Associate Professor of Mental Health and
Psychiatric Nursing and Coordinator of the Mental Health Nursing
Program at the University of Rhode
Island, College of Nursing, a post
he has held for the past three
years.
His appointment to WFI will be
a return to Connecticut for
Jacques. He previously held teachi ing positions at Mohegan Community College in Norwich and for six
months was a charge nurse at
Norwich Hospital.
"Added facilities at the maximum security institution are also
planned," Dr. Plaut said.
"An appropriation of $460,000
is currently before the General
Assembly as part: of an overall
capital projects bill," Plaut said.
"This money, plus a prior authorization of $450,000 will enable the
department to construct a much
needed activity center and gym at
Whiting.
The addition of these facilities
at Whi,ting will assist in the orderly
and long-range development of the
Institute's programs,"
the
commissioner said.

honorary degrees from 11 universities and colleges and has been
decorated by the governments of
four countries.
Dr. Ripley was a Fulbright
Fellow in 1950, a Guggenheim
Fellow in 1954, and Fellow of the
National Science Foundation in
1954. He was U.S. delegate to the
1972 United Nations conference on
the environment held in Stockholm,
Sweden.
. Ousman A. Sallah, Trinity '65,
will be awarded the Doctor of Laws
(LL.D.) degree. Sallah is ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary to the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia with concurrent accreditation to the Arab Repbulic of Egypt,
The Imperial Court of Iran,
Ethiopia, Kuwait and the United
Arab Emirates.
After graduating from Trinity,
the ambassador studied at the
London School of Economics in
Political Science/Foreign Policy
Analysis and at the Columbia
University School of International
Affairs. He has received the
Diploma in International Affairs
and Diplomacy from the United
Nations Institute for Training and
Research, where he was awarded
the Adlai E. Stevenson Memorial
Fellowship in Diplomacy and International Affairs.
In The Gambia, Ambassador
Sallah has been United Nations
representative, assistant secretary
in the Ministry of External Affairs,
first secretary and head of Chancery, Gambia High Commission in
London and deputy permanent
secretary in the Ministry of ExterThe Honorable Ousman A. Sallah
nal Affairs.

B & G Plans Changes
by Alice O'Connor
This summer Buildings and
Grounds expects, among other
things, to consolidate plans and to
make some necessary renovations
for the new wing of the library.

7

According to Riel Crandall, a
large amount of consideration will
be given to conserving energy in
the new wing. Along with Ralph
Emerick, who will plan the interior
design, Crandall will be looking for
the most efficient way to build,
with sufficient insulation and
ventilation, in order to minimize
the consumption of fuel.
Right now, according to Crandall, certain areas of the library are
poorly ventilated. This is especially
true of North and South Studies,
which were not originally designed
for student use.
Crandall said that when the new
wing is completed, the desks from
North and South Studies will be
relocated, and the rooms will be
used for book stacks.
The college will advertise this
summer for bids, and hopefully
construction can begin in the fall.
Crandall estimates that the building will take two years to complete.
He felt that the only problem might
be in scheduling construction without having to close the library.
The library addition will take up
the parking space near the Chemistry building, according to
Crandall. To make up for this, B &
G plans to build a new lot for staff
and faculty parking behind Seabury
this summer.
When asked about plans for
student parking facilities, Crandall
noted that students do not use all
the space available to them on
campus now. He said that the
North Campus and Ferris lots are
"never filled. Instead, everyone
parks on Summit Street where we
don't own the land."

Crandall stated that work has
already been assigned to improve
ventilation in the Women's L6cker
Room. The old room, with double
rows of lockers, will be refurnished
with larger single rows. He also
plans to enlarge the training room,
making it more accessible to
students.'
>
Crandall is presently studying
methods of improving the fire
detection apparatus in the Chemistry building and some of the dorms.
He hopes to be able to augment
some more efficient devices in the
coming months.
B&G will place more efficient
heating systems in North Campus
and High Rise, and insulate South
Campus roofs in an effort to
minimize the college's consumption of oil.
Other repairs include resurfacing in parking lots and replacement
of sidewalks on Vernon St. and
New Britain Ave.
Crandall noted that occurences
of vandalism in the late spring and
summer months is "quite a problem." He plans to make sure that
unauthorized persons "have a hard
time getting in to college buildings," by keeping doors locked at
all times.

Appeal Denied
cont. from page 1
feel there should be some public
accounting for their decision."
Professor Sn.ith was reluctant
to discuss the issue. However,
contrary to Johnson's opinion, he
said that the recommendation to
the Appointments and Promotions
Committee was not his alone. All
tenured members of the English
department expressed their
opinions and these were conveyed
to the Committee. Smith considers
the decision "best for everybody
concerned." In the meantime,
Brent Harold is out of a job and a
new professor has already been
chosen to fill his position.
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Trinity Honors Outstanding Students
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Why Are These Men
Smiling?
***
Professor Van Stone
copying off of Prof.
Sapega during Honors
Day Comprehensives.
***
Would you buy a used
Thesis from these men?
***
Delinquent students kept
after school for bizzarre
fraternity initiation
practices.
***
Campus council on
pornography reviews the
evidence.

T

***

Actually its only Honors
" '*• Day, Faculty get bored
too.

******
photo by Alain Levanho

Students
Honored
Alnmnl Prizes In English Composition
presented by Professor James H. Wheatley
1st Prize - James R. Shepard, 7 8
2nd Prize - David C. Brooks, '80

Virginia L. Sanches, 7 7
Tracey M. Wilson, 7 7
Students commended for their activity in the
Trinity Community Action Center:
Mimi Baron, 7 8
F. A. Brown Prizes for Public Speaking
Richard I. Feinberg, 7 7
presented by Professor George E. Nichols
Peter S.Feinman, 7 7
1st Prize - A. Tucker Ewing , '77
Alyson B. Henning, 7 8
2nd Prize - James W. Abrams, '78
ARoss A, Lewiri, 7 7
3rd Prize - Stephen A. Forsling, '77
Andrea Pereira, 7 8
tames Goodwin Greek Prizes
The Frank W. Whltlock Prizes in Drama
C. Bowdoin Train, 7 7
presented by Mrs. Francis Goodwin
presented by Professor Geroge E. Nichols
Tracey M. Wilson, 7 7
1st Prize-Not Awarded
1st Prize - Robert J. Rovezzi, '77
The Ronald H. Ferguson Prizes In French
2nd Prize - Andrew J. Mcgurgan, 7 7
2nd Prize - Shepard, James R., '78
presented by Professor Gerald Kamber
'rank Urban Memorial Prize for Excellence In
3rd Prize - Christopher K. Hanria, '77
1st Prize - Charles E. Spicer, Jr., 7 7
Beginning Greek
The J. Wendell Burger Prize In Biology
2nd Prize - Mary Freeman, 7 7
presented by Professor Anthony D, Macro
The Richard K. Morris Book Award for
presented by Professor (Emeritus) J. Wendell
Rowena M. Summers, '80
Excellence In Education
Burger
Melvin W. Title Latin PrLtes
John J.Grous, "77
presented by Mr. Melvin W. Title
presented by Mr. Richard P. Morris, Class of
Connecticut Valley Section of the American
IstPrize-ArthurW. Robinson, III,'78
1968
Chemical Society Award
2nd Prize-.Barbara R. Grossman, '78
Peter C. Wolk, 7 7
presented by Professor Edward Bobko
'Bines A. Notoponlos LaOn Prizes
The Ferguson Prizes In Economic Essays
David N. Marks, '77
presented by Mrs. James A. Notopoulos
presented by Professor Diane C. Zannoni
The Chemical Robber Company Awards
1st Prize - Not Awarded
1st Prize - Andrew H. Friedman, 7 7
presented
by
Professor
Edward
Bobko
2nd Prize - Wheaton B. Wood, '77
2nd Prize - Gale P. Simon, 7 7
Thomas
R.
McCauley,
'80
Rue! Crompfon Tnttle Prizes [English-Juniors]
Charles K. Yaros, 7 7 (Tie)
Grace Haronian, '80
presented by Professor Paul Smith
The John C. Alexander Memorial Award
Joanna M. Janoska, '80
1st Prize - Beth A. Domb, '78
presented by Professor Robert A. Battis
Dviislon of Analytical Chemistry of the American
2nd Prize - Jory F. Lockwood, '78
Peter G. Braman, 7 7
lohn Curtis Underwood Memorial Prizes In Chemical Society Award In Analytical Chemistry
The Faculty of Economics Award
presented
by
Professor
Ralph
O.
Moyer
Poeby
presented by Professor Robert A. Battis
Kathleen M. Kess, '78
presented by Professor Hugh S. Ogden
Brian J. Donnell, 7 7
The
Jerome
P.
Webster,
Class
of
1910,
Student
1st Prize • Elizabeth K. Tyson,'77
Andrew H. Friedman, 7 7
Book Collectors Prizes
2nd Prize - Nancy S, Nies, '77
The Peter J. Scbaefer Memorial Prize Awards
presented by mr. Ralph S. Emerick
3rd Prize - Jane F. Kelleher, '78
presented by professor Robert A. Battis
1st
Prize
Conrad
0
.
Seifert,
7
7
Trinity Alumnus Prizes In Prose Fiction
John A. Cox, Jr., 7 9
2nd
Prize
Christopher
K.
Hanna,
7
7
presented by Professor Stephen Minot
'Jonathan D. Gates, 7 9
3rd
Prize
Richard
M.
Dubiel,
'77
1 st Prize - Beth A. Domb, '78
Thomas V. Keenan, Jr.,79
The Friends of Art A ward for Art History
2nd Prize - Aaron B. Thomas, '78
Caroleen K. Midura, 7 9
presented by Professor Michael R. T.
JamesR. Shepard, 7 8 (tie)
Lynn M. Milling, 7 9
Mahoney
3rd Prize - Catherine J. Spera, '78
Ricahrd D. Sager, 7 9
Peter Duke, 7 7
GaryM. Savadove, 7 9
Beatrice L.Kernan, 77
Steven J. Stein, 7 9
The
Friends
of
Art
Award
for
Studio
Arts
The Trinity Tripod, Vol 75,
Delta Phi Alpha Book Prizes
presented by Professor George-E. Chaplin
issue 26, May 17, 1977. The
presented by Professor Carl V. Hansen
Drawing: Thornton K. Lothrop, 7 9
TRIPOD is published weekly
1st Prize - Diana Dwyer, 7 7 (St. Joseph
Kathleen M. Kess, 7 9
on Tuesdays, except vacaCollege)
Nathalie G. Reverdin, 7 9
tions, during the academic
2nd Prize - Abraham B. Mintz, 7 9
'••• • Painting.-Sarah P. Rogers, 7 8
3rd Prize - Monica Sidor, 7 7 (In Absentia)
year. Student subscriptions
The Fem D. Nye Award for Graphic Arts
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Prize
are included in the student
presented by Professor George E. Chaplin
presented by Professor August E. Sapega
activities fee; other subscripIndependent Study: Malcolm'R. Daniel,
Michael P. Sjogren, 7 7
:
78 •
. ; • . . .
tions are $12.00 per year. The
PI Gamma Mo Scholarship Award
TRIPOD is printed by the
Graphics I: Ellen H. Burchenal,. 78
presented by Professor Gary c. Jacobson
The Mitchel N. Pappas Memorial Prize
Palmer Journal Register,
Andrew H, Friedman, 7 7
presented by Mrs. Mitchel N. Pappas
Palmer, Mass., and published
The Ferguson Prizes In Government
Scupture
HI:
Stephen
M.
Sunega,
7
7
at Trinity College, Hartford,
presented by Professor Gary C. Jacobson
Photography Project Study: Timothy M.
Connecticut, under the Act of
1st Prize - Richard S. Elliott, 7 7
Ghriskey, 77
March 3, 1879. Advertising
2nd Prize - Bruce A. Wessel, 7 7
The Samuel S. Flshzohn Awards
Geroge J. Mead prize in Government
rates are $2.00 per column
presented by Mrs. Samuel S. Fishzohn
presented by Mrs. George J. Mead
inch,-$35 per quarter page,
Civil Rights and Civil Liberties: Frederick
Robert T. Petrus, 7 9
$65 per half page, and $123 for
:
E. Hornung, 77
George J. Mead Prize In History
a full-page.
GEorge M. Margolis, 79
presented by Mrs. George J. Mead
Community Service: Mark Henrickson,
David S. Beckwith, 7 9
.77
ToddS.Patterson. '80
cont. from page 1
leering, Spanish, Greek, Latin, French,
iducation, government, poetry, public
ipeaking, mathematics and music.
Individual recipients of awards and
irizes at the Honors Day ceremony are
isted below.

The D. G. Brinton Thompson Prize In United
States History
presented by Professor (Emeritus) D. G.
Brinton Thompson
Andrew M. Paalborg, 7 7
The Ferguson Prizes hi History
presented by Professor Borden W. Painter
1st Prize - Paul A. Backofen, 7 7
2nd Prize - Edward R.. Carter, 7 8
Miles A. Tuttle Prize
presented by Professor Borden W. Painter
Susan E. Penn, 7 7
the George B. Cooper Plrze In British History
presented by Professor Borden W. Painter
Charles L. Bathke, 7 7
The Human Relations Award
presented by Dean David Winer
Hillary R. Bercovici, 77
John C. Giilespie, 7 7
Alyson B. Henning, 7 8
Susan H. Kepnes, 7 7
Ross A. Lewin, 7 7
The Class of 1922 Award
presented by dean David Winer
Martha F. Stingel, 7 7
The Connecltuct Commandery, Military Order of
Foreign Wars Book Award
presented by Dean David Winer
Louis J. Aronne, 7 7
Book Prizes for Excellence to Spanish
presented by Professor Arnold L. Kerson
lstPrize - Marc A. Pearlin, 7 7
2nd Prize - Belinda L. Lewis, 77
The Mears Prize
presented by Professor Robert Shults
Timothy R. Phillips, '80
The physics Senior Prize
presented by Professor Robert Lindsya
David I. Greenspan, 7 7
Helen Loveland Morris prize for Excellence In
Music
presented by Professor Susan K. McCIary
Joseph H. Kluger, 7 7
Peter1 C.Wolk, 77
The Mary Louise Gnertln Actuarial Award
1976 Award : Susan T.BiBattista, 7 6
,
1977 Award: Deferred
Phi Gamma Delta Prizes in Mathematics
presented by Professor (Emeritus) Harold L.
Dorwart
First Year Mathematics:
1st Prize - Scott M. Ramsay, 7 9
2nd Prize - Emily B. Van Vleet. 7 9 (In
Absentia)
3rd Prize - David M. Kyle, 7 9
S. Todd Bernstien, 7 9
Susan I. Conlon, 7 9
Second Year Mathematics:
1st Prize - Kevin H. Bursley, 7 8
2nd Prize - Ann Bracchi, 7 8 (In Absentia)
Daniel P. Friedman, 7 9
3rd Prize - Not Awarded
phi Gamma Delta Senior Plrze
presented by Professor (Emeritus) Harold L.
Dorwart
Andrew H. Fiedman. 7 7

"T.
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Crime Rises on College Campuses
An apparent rise in crime on
many of the nation's campuses is
persuading numerous college administrators to beef up security
measures.
Though the rise in lawlessness
in the nation's colleges does not
appear as severe as the rise
amongst the general populace (FBI
figures claim that the incidence of
U.S. crime has nearly tripled since
1965, although some sociologists
claim these figures have been
exaggerated in order to precipitate
Congressional funding), schools
from North Carolina to North
Dakota are trying to come to grips
with the delicate issue. Vandalism
and theft have become the most
common problem in the rising tide
of skullduggery.

For instance, one member of
the student government at the
University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown remarked that rising vandalism there might make the campus
an "incredible insurance risk."
At the behest of the crimeriddled University of Oregon
Health Science Center in Portland,
a bill that would arm campus police
in the state was introduced in the
Oregon State Legislature March 2,
and is currently in the Judiciary
Committee. However, a campus
security sergeant at Oregon State
University in Corvallis, and many
other campus security agents in the
state, said they did not want to
carry guns. A regent who recommended against the bill warned of
' 'the creation of mini police forces
which would not be accountable to

anyone—which is, in effect, what
we are doing here."
"There's no point in carrying
guns," echoed Dean Robert Nye of
Kearney
State
College in
Nebraska. The college outlawed
guns for campus security in 1974.
"We needed a security force rather
than a police force.''
At colleges where the crime
rate has dropped, success has been
attributed often to increased student participation in the law 'n

order process. At Memphis State
University, for instance, the director of security reported that 1976
thefts were down about 20 percent
from 1975 because students were
"reporting suspicious characters
and criminal actions more. In the
past, especially the late 60's and
early 70's, ripoffs were accepted
and sometimes even encouraged by
the public."
Though the crime rate is
slightly off at the University of New

Hampshire, brawls have become a
big problem there, and two security
guards are being stationed at each
dorm party. One student who was
returning from the library was
beaten at his dormitory's door by a
drunken party-goer and filed
assault charges against his assailant because "that fight obstructed
my studies~I had a final the next
day that I had to miss because I
went to see the Justice of the
Peace."

College Racism
by Robert levy
Trinity is certainly not the only
college with racial problems, not by
a long shot. For example, two black
students wrote an article for the
Williams College Record in which
they "hypothesized" that the
majority of students at Williams
are racists. The letter drew violent
criticism from several students.
These students claimed that racism
at Williams isn't a hypothesis, it's
a fact.
The writers of the original
article responded that racism is
really a product of our economic
system. It is not a question of white
vs. black per se, but of wealthy vs.
poor. The writers claimed, "It is
the contradictions between sociopolitical and economic systems
which create.. .bigotry.''
Racial tension at Colby College
was brought to an explosive head
recently at a fraternity party. A
black student, Bill Calhoun, known
as a jovial, likeable guy, stopped.at
a frat to buy a beer. A white
student named Pat Gill walked up
to Calhoun and, for no apparent

reason, spat in his face. Racial
slurs were exchanged between the
two.
'
Other students standing nearby
treated the racial outburst as a
game. Many laughed while the
altercation was going on; many
actually egged Gill on.
,
Barely avoiding a fight, the two
students calmed down. Later that
night in the parking lot, Pat Gill
once
again
approached
Calhoun. He took a drink of
beer from the glass pitcher he was
holding. All of a sudden, Gill thrust
the glass pitcher in Calhoun's face
and ran up the road shouting,
"Nigger."
Three of Calhoun's teeth were
chipped as a result. The teeth can
be repaired, but can Bill's feeling
of denigration be as easily solved?
At Wesley an, racial tension is
far from non-existent. Writing in
the Wesleyan Argus, a student
noted that the racial scene at
Wesleyan is no more than, "peaceful and stilted." Plainly, Trinity
has plenty of company in its racial
problems.

M T KNOW WHAT

The Mather Hall Dining Room is open through exam week for study from 8 P.M. until 4 A.M. No admission
charge. All are Invited. Please, no vacuum cleaners.
photo by Scott Leventhal

Pulling the Plug for Dignity's Sake
While medical advances make
inroads against mortality, death
curiously has become a more
controversial and widely-discussed
topic. Simultaneously, academics
from myriad disciplines are groping to provide a groundwork for
dealing with the area.
The focal point of the controversy centers around a person's
right to die, as dramatized most
publicly by the case of Karen Ann
Quinlan in New Jersey. In September, 1975, Quintan's father,
Joseph, asked doctors to remove
his 21-year-old daughter, who had
been in a coma for five months,
from the respirator that was
keeping her technically alive.
Lengthy court battles ensued until
the New Jersey Supreme Court
finally decreed March 31,1976 that
Quinlan could be taken off the
respirator if her physicians and a
panel of hospital personnel agreed
that there was no reasonable
possibility of recovery. Since the
decision, Quinlan has undergone
several recoveries and relapses,
and remains comatose to date.
Though the personal agony for
the Quinlans has not been relieved
by the court decision, the case has
renewed interest in the right of the
. comatose to "death with dignity."
A spokesman for the American
Medical Association noted recently
that doctors have been "unplugging" their patients for years, but
that the recent increase in malpractice suits has made legal
protections a necessity.
Dr. Eric Cassell, a clinical
professor at the Cornell Medical
Center in New York, observed at a
February American Association for
the Advancement of Science
(AAAS) symposium in Denver that
although a legal morass can
develop when a patient is allowed
to expire, it can also be "battery to
treat somebody who does not
consent." However, he said that
few nurses or doctors. will tell a
patient "go ahead, die," and
added that patients refusing treatment can be ruled incompetent and

taken into care against their will.
Arguing that philosophers and
lawyers who support an individual's right to die "act like the body
doesn't exist," he continued that
"we have to take into account what
sickness does to the body — will I •
be the authentic "me" when I'm
wracked with pain, lying in my own
feces and vomiting?" The physician's responsibility, he summarized, is to preserve the patient's
"biological life," which he added is
a person's true "automony."
Dr. Thomas Schelling. a professor at Harvard's Kennedy School of
Government, said that he thought
it necessary to view the right to die
from the standpoint of a "consumer" rather than a "physician."
Admitting that it is "not necessarily comforting to have the right to
die," Schelling said he felt that the
economic and emotional expense
incurred by a familly in caring for a
dying relative is worse than death
itself, and that the drawn-out
procedure in fact makes the dying
member feel guilty about the cost
of his care and the prolonged gloom
which his inevitable death is
creating.
.
A murderer who had drugged
his victim could claim an act of
euthanasia," countered Professor
Phillipa Foot, an Oxford professor
currently on sabbatical atiUCLA.
"It's an extraordinarily difficult
philosophical problem to say whose
lives should be stopped," she
continued, noting that those who
support euthanasia as an antidote
to severely painful and critical
diseases do not realize that "the
importance of life is not just related
to pleasure."
Dr. Leslie Rothenberg, a professor at the Loyola School of Law
in Los Angeles, noted at the AAAS
symposium the "anguish and
ambivalence" of the judges involved in numerous right-to-die
cases over the past decade, and
suggested that the courts should
not be involved at all. Instead, he
said, state legislatures should set
up broad outlines for procedures,
and then decisions should be left
up to the discretion of physicians.

Meanwhile, most states are
reluctant to grapple with the
problem of dying people's rights,
although a new law that went into
effect January 1 in California gives
citizens there the opportunity to
make "living wills" that prohibit
use of respirators, dialysis machines, and other "unusual or
artificial means" of sustaining
their lives during terminal illnesses. However, the legislation
specifically forbids "mercy killings" as well as "any affirmative
action" to end a patient's life.
Still, professors like E. Mansell
Pattison of the Dept. of Psychiatry
and Human Behavior at the
University of California at Irvine
are laying the groundwork for
understanding death and how
people react to its approach, He
notes that most people in modern
cultures desire a quick, unexpected
death, but adds that sucn a demise
may be undesirable because it
often leaves the descendant's
affairs unarranged. He believes
that the notion that people are
capable of rational decision-making
once they accept their fates is
"psychological nonsense. There
are multiple shifts and there is
never a point where a dying person
has worked through all the aspects
of dying and come to some kind of
global acceptance or Nirvana."
Dr. Pattison has set up different
"death trajectories" typical for
those afflicted with various fatal
diseases in the hope that they can
better prepare for the end.
Though advancing technology
and an escalating battle against
mortality have brought the medical
field away from Its philosophical
origins, the current stand-off between life-pumping machines
and death seems likely to bring
doctors and medical schools back to
the realization that their science is
meant for human beings. And for
the social scientists, as Professor
Alasdair Maclntyre of Boston
University noted: "the right to die
is one of the most pressing
challenges that modern individualism has yet to meet."

Editorial
An Atypical "Hail and Farewell"
It would be traditional for a typical "Hail and Farewell" message to occupy this
space in the last regular issne of Volume 75 of the TRIPOD. It would also be a
disservice to many of the ideas and issues raised daring the past academic year. We
at the TRIPOD, at least, are not willing to let crucial issues and decisions devolve
into slow humid death during the summer.
There are hard facts here at Trinity which all members of the College
community must face. Some of these problems exist outside Trinity's Ivory Towers,
bui we must keep our own integrity and begin to clean our own house first. That
ugly racism which surfaced a year ago is still with us as was evidenced by recent
budgetary squabbles between the Student Government Budget Committee, the
Student Government Planning Board and the Trinity Coalition of Blacks. Whether
racism was or was not at the root of the dispute is not the important point. The mere
fact that charges of racism were leveled at all belies the underlying tension that
exists.
The issue of free speech was broached most clearly this year by the
demonstration against South Africa's racist policies which interrupted a
presentation by Jeremy Shearer, the South African minister to the United States.
Since the incident, the Issue has been relegated to the back burners of committee
meetings. The real issue, the burning question that has never been argued
publicly, is the role of Trinity in the institutionalization of a certain validity to the
argument of Shearer's government by the fact that the College extended an
invitation to Shearer in the first place.
This year has seen a rise in campus consciousness of women's rights and
problems. While it is difficult to gauge the progress of President Lockwood's
Special Council on women the TRIPOD applauds the creation of the Council and
looks forward to concrete action in the future. Events such as the Diane Scanlon
concert, the coioquium on women in religion and the student panel on women in
history arc some of this year's successes. Similar programs should be introduced
and expanded next year.
The Trinity Community Action Center has brought the Trinity community into
closer confluence with the Hartford community. Trinity's previous deficiencies in
this area have begun to become offset by the mammoth success of Internship
Night. The evening's program showed a strong basis of support in the Hartford

community and amongst Trinity students for a well-developed Internship program.
TCAC's proposal for an Internship Director is well-founded and quite necessary for
the continued success of Trinity's growing community involvement.
Perhaps the most ambiguous issue raised this year has been the position of the
arts at Trinity; more specifically, the status of the College's music program.
Almost any possible disaster has befallen the music program, and many
conflicting stories have been filed attempting to place blame. The TRIPOD urges
that every conceivable effort be put forth to ensure the maintenance and betterment
of the music program.
The TRIPOD pledges not to allow these and other issues to vanish into oblivion
during the summer months. The TRIPOD serves both to inform the campus
community and to enable discussion and debate in a rational forum. We will not
straddle any fences. We will express our opinions openly and firmly.

What's Going On?
In light of recent events concerning the case of Dr. C. Brent Harold, assistant
professor of English, the TRIPOD wishes to express concern regarding the new
appointments and promotions procedures adopted by the faculty not long ago. The
Harold proceedings have set an all-too-dangerous subconscious precedent.
While it is realized that such proceedings include some confidential
recommendations, the community has every right to satisfy its doubts astothe
overall objectivity of the committee meetings. In this instance, especially, there is
reason to suspect that varying degrees of sabjectivity bordering on the slanderous
may have been employed. Professor Paul Smith Is reluctant to comment and
Professor Richard Lee refuses to say anything at all. What's going on?
It seems plausible to intimate that the powers that be have taken the
opportunity of the year's end to attempt to pull the wool over our eyes. Perhaps
they hope that we will be too busy buried amidst our finals and papers to notice
their action. They should be proven wrong. The TRIPOD respectfully requests that
the College community be provided with more substantial details in the Harold
affair.

Letters
Senior Swan Song

nature and that the students are
the usual losers. The Music
Department is one of the few
departments that successfully
unites students of various disciplines. I have taken the time to
search out answers to the ambiguous situation and am saddened by

To (he Editor:
manner.
This letter has been precipitaI admit that I, also, have been
ted by Thomas Osgood's letter of lazy over the past four years in
May 10 and the current situation criticizing
while
remaining
concerning the Music Department.
inactive. I have chosen to take
First, why should Mr. Osgood advantage of my last few weeks as
what I found.
••••..-.
approach his critique as " a last a student at Trinity to attempt to
As a soon-to-be alumna of.
stab?" Alumni arc in a rather effect some change as concerning
Trinity, 1 doubt that I nor others
powerful situation concerning con- the Music Department.
will contribute money after gradutributions to our alma mater. Also,
I am aghast at the negligence of ation. I am disillusioned by what
1 believe that as seniors, we can the administration that has resulTrinity has become since I have
validly evaluate our education. I ted in the dissolution of the Music
arrived. I pray that it will improve.
agree that a iot of students are Department. I am appalled to find
Deborah L.Wilson, '77
dissatisfied and yet, have not taken that the proceedings have been of a
the time to act in a positive personal rather than professional

Pipe-ing Up
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To the Editor:
This letter is addressed to that
crowd of people packed into the
•Washington Room Friday, May 6.
No need to mention names. You
know who you are.
You are, without doubt, one of
the greatest audiences ever to
assemble under a hot, humid and
sweaty roof. We would like to thank
all those who made the evening

possible — David Lee, Art Ziev,
Lou Arrone, Nat Mills and David
Teichmann. But we would
especially like to thank and applaud
you, the audience, for making it
such a special night for us.
Much love,
The Trinity Pipes

Apologies
To the Editor:
This letter is written as an
apology to Mssrs. Shepard and
Pearne, who performed on the May
6 twin bill with the Trinity Pipes.
On that occasion, a Trinity crowd
set a new record of rudeness, as the
majority of the crowd talked right
through the performance. Shepard
and Pearne, to their credit as
professional musicians, continued
to play as well as they could. What
was-particulatly callous about the
chatter was that the songs were, for
the most part, sensitive works
which the performers had written
themselves, and were now attempting to share with us.

Perhaps the two guitarists
should feel encouraged, however,
for they now stand in high-class
company; for Trinity audiences
have insulted in like manner the
Ramsey Lewis Trio and Stan Getz
group, two of the finest jazz groups
in the country. I think we should
extend the liberal arts education to
include Good Manners 101 and a
special seminar in Politeness.
Chip Meyers '78

Thanks
To the Editor:
The Student Government Association would like to take this
opportunity to express its gratitude
to someone who has been a great
help to us all year. Mr. Harold
Vaughn and his crew in the post
office gave us their continual
cooperation when we were in need
of their services. So, for the
S.G.A., all student organizations,
and the student body as a whole,
many thanks to Harold and ComTheS.G.A.
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When Did Music Die?
by Jonathan Goodwin
It has become unfashionable for
any student to defend the administration in a student newspaper.
Occasionally, it has been known to
happen. Such persons are then
quickly labeled tools of the administration and therefore declared
unworthy of their opinion. For
those of you who feel this is most
correct, please skip this article as it
could be damaging to any cherished opinions you may hold.
I would like to raise objection to
the unconscionable slander that is
implicit in the attitudes some carry
about the administration vis-a-vis
the music department/program. At
times, e.g. Joyce Erickson's article
in" last week's Tripod, these attitudes become explicitly blatant.
Her pronouncements could perhaps be politely deemed "prema-'
ture" were it not for her eagerness
to place the blame so blithely on
the administration's homicidal tendencies and to perpetuate this
myth of hers.
Let's examine Joyce's less
poetic and more discernable criticisms. First, I must agree with
Joyce's evaluations of the sparse
resources Trinity offers for its
music students (Surprised? I, too,
find fault with college procedures
at times.) It seems that Trinity as a
whole has been much less committed to the arts than to the sciences,
humanities or sports. And though I
personally find this inequity unsatisfactory, I am only too aware of
how widespread this attitude is on
campus. It is as true of the students

and faculty as it is of the
administration. That the administration could have done more is
true. Nonetheless, so could the
students and faculty. Most of us
hold a measure of the blame
No one, however, can be
blamed for our present loss of a
department. Dr. Clarence Barber's
death was not engineered, nor
were any "thanks be to God's"
afterwards heard rising from
Williams and Downes. Jonathan
Reilly's "dismissal" was, as much
as I am sorry to see him go, his own
fault. The contract he signed was
clear about the deadline for his
doctorate. Already, he had been
granted a year's extension (a
precedent never before set.) These
terms were not even so much
dictated by the administration as
by the faculty. It was the faculty
who decided to accept the American Association of University Professor's standards on the hiring,
etc. of instructors. It was a faculty
committee that rejected Reilly's
appeal.
Peter Armstrong consistently
insists his leaving was independently inspired and made. It was a
career choice he made based on the
realization that he could not
continue to stay at Trinity whatever
the music department, as being an
instructor at any liberal arts college
would not fit his future plans and
aspirations.
As for Dr. Susan McClary's
acceptance of another job, I have
heard many conflicting reports as
to why she is leaving. However true

it may be either that she could not
abide by Trinity's handling of this
affair, or that the job she accepted
was better in her estimation, she
was offered the chairmanship and
the opportunity to build a new
department. She was encouraged
to stay, not asked to leave, and that
leaving was her choice.
All indications point toward a
serious effort by the school not only
to rebuild the music department
but to improve it. Would Joyce
really prefer to hear that the
administration is discouraged by
developments, that the music
department is beyond saving? I am
sure that many lives would be
made a lot easier if everyone just
decided to give up. I don't believe
Joyce realizes how difficult it is to
find qualified candidates for the
chairmanship of any department. It
has been done often at Trinity, and
has always been a long and
arduous process. Better, I feel, to
spend the time to get the right
person than to haphazardly select
the nearest applicant. Would Joyce
disagree?
Serious attention is being given
to Joyce's so-called "serious problems." More and diverse course
offerings are being considered,
efforts at alleviating the troubles at
Hartt College are being made, the
search for funds is continuing, and
it has been proposed that the music
department be increased to four
full-time faculty members." As
lightly as Joyce takes this last
event, it is not a trivial proposal. As
the college operates, for financial

Watergate Theater
by Seth Price
In America today, we are
blessed with a large number of
excellent actors. Men like Jack
Nicholson and Dustin Hoffman
have the ability to either bring
tears to our eyes or smiles to our
lips. One of our lesser known
actors, though, is one of my
favorites. He has been on the
American scene since the late
1940's. His career, like any actor's,
has had its ups and its downs. In
recent years he has been in
isolation and it was only early this
month that he surfaced for the first
time in three years. If you guess
that I am talking about Marlon
Brando, you are wrong. The
American actor about whom I'm
speaking is Richard "Tricky Dick"
Nixon.
"Tricky Dick" first became
visible on the .American scene in
the late 40's. A poor boy out of
" Whittier, California, possessing
little formal training, Nixon was

forced to learn while he worked.
His first job was as the Republican
candidate for the House of Representatives. A brilliant characterization of his respected opponent,
Helen Douglas, as a flaming
commie, pinko liberal red, helped
him earn his first trip to Washington.
A few years later, now the Vice
President of these United States,
"Tricky Dick" made his famous
"Checkers" speech. Not having
been around and therefore not
having seen this memorable performance, I can only guess what
Tricky sounded like. (It is my loss
to have been born in 1957 and have
missed events such as Caesar's
accusation of Brutus, Caruso's
operatic soundings and Nixon's
early performances.) Facing
America on the new mass medium
of television, his 5 o'clock shadow
growing darker by the minute, he
told us about his wife (no mink

coat), his kids (nice) and his dog
Checkers ("we'll keep the dog").
Undoubtedly, if I had been in the
audience, I would have been
unable to hold back from cheerjng
wildly for this fine American actor.
Nixon's acting career was in
neutral throughout most of the
'50's. In 1962, though, Tricky
delivered one of his fine performances after having been defeated
in his run for Governor of California. The famous "You won't have
Dick Nixon to kick around anymore" is the type of performance
that made Nixon. Nixon.
How many times has Frank
Sinatra retired? How often does
Brando take off for far away
islands? In '68, Nixon resumed his
acting career and promising "a
secret formula for ending the
Vietnam War,'' took over residence
in 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue.
Nixon's tenure as artist-in-resicont. on page 9

reasons, on a fixed number of
faculty, one department's gain is
another's loss. It is not an easy job
to be making the financial choices
when everyone cries "gimme
more." I'd like to see a department
step forward and say "cut my
department funds and give them to
the music department." It seems
unlikely to happen, though. Thus,
the administration and faculty must
make some difficult decisions, with
which not everyone will be happy.
All in all, I feel that the
administration has tried hard to
handle properly this unfortunate
mess. There is much time that the
administration could spend elsewhere, and yet it is not happening.
Student input and help has been
strongly and repeatedly solicited.
Reasonably, what is it that Joyce

expects the school to do to satisfy
her desires?
It seems that Joyce's comments
smack of a spoiled brat complex.
She is in many ways like a
child/primitive complaining about
the parents/gods who make the
rain fall, and the world go all
wrong. She lashes out by making
scapegoats out of the administration. If she would wake up and
recognize that calamities befall us
all, she might offer constructive
suggestions and work towards
improving the situation, rather
than negligently crying "butcher"
and "homicide." Doom sayers are
a dime a dozen. Those who have
faith and hope will do the sowing
and reaping, and may well see and
enjoy the fruits of their labors.

Great American Pastime
by Jon Zonderaian
Most of us will be leaving investigates bills having to do with
the campus within the next week or taxes, will necessitate a statewide
so to go home for the summer. property tax within the next few
Many of us will be leaving the state years.
This is fine for Senator Beck to
of Connecticut. We will leave
behind the particular political say, because she isn't running for
governor. For that matter; nobody
issues of the state until next fall.
At this time, we really ought to is running for governor. At least no
take stock of what is going on in the one has announced yet.
But the elections are only 18
state. Right now, it may not effect
months
away, and you'd better'
us greatly (we on the hill try to let
Hartford and Connecticut effect us believe there are a lot of backroom
as little as possible), but some of us meetings going on already to
will make the state our home after decide who will be throwing their
graduation, and we ought to as hat in the ring, and their head on
least have an idea of what kind of the chopping block.
Right now, it looks as though
politics is played in the state.
Senate
Leader Lewis
Speaker of the House Thomas Rome andMinority
House
Minority
Leader
"Tip" O'Neill likes to say that
Stevens are going to fight it
politics is all local. Speaker of the Gerry
out for the GOP nomination. Rome
Massachusetts House Thomas told
a group of State House interns
McGee says politics is just helping a couple
ago that the fire
people. Many have argued that wasn't inof weeks
his
stomach,
but by
politicians help very few but announcement time during the
first
themselves..
few months of next year, I'd be
In Connecticut, this past legis- willing to bet that there's a bonfire
lative session has been relatively there.
slow save for the last three or four
Even in the hallway, to interns,
weeks. During that time, the Bottle
he
talks
like you're his best friend.
Bill has been passed in two
different forms, leaving it with Every good politician has as many
more possible places to go than a best friends as he has votes. He
men's readywear salesman. Labor told Sen. Larry DeNardis, the
for the Bottle Bill in the
is crying that the politicians are floorTeader
f
Senate,'
Larry,
I won't bleed if this
costing them jobs, and that they've
bill dies. But I love you, and I don't
eliminated the unemployment
compensation for many that will want to see you lose this." It's
statements like that that will set
lose these jobs.
him up as the patriarch of the
Indeed, the Senate has passed Republican Party.
the "Quits and Fires" legislation
It looks as though Governor
that will discontinue unemployGrasso
will get the nod again on the
ment benefits for those who quit
their jobs or are fired with good Democratic side. The party
machine has been in disarray since
cause.
the passing of John Bailey. The
The budget beat the deadline governor recently got a pledge
out of the Appropriations Commit- > from the Federal Government for
tee by IS minutes, and that had to over $42 million for jobs programs.
be done by railroading a quick vote And there is no way that she will
through, and having an aide hustle have to sign an income tax.
the bill down to the Legislative
That will be four or five years in
Commissioner's Officer before
those who opposed it could get out the legislature, after it ever gets
of their seats to object. The there. It won't do that until the
governor, meanwhile, says he state is through with their study,
won't sign the budget unless it is which is being financed by the
pared down to the amount she federal government, about how
best to meet the demands of the
called for in March.
State Supreme Court ruling about
The Speaker of the House is for school financing. The report is sure
the Bottle Bill, the Senate Presi- to tell them what Sen.Beck says,
dent is against it. There may have that the state needs an income tax,
to be onference committee, and but it will be years before one is on
each*. .. will be trying to send their the books.
most powerful allies in. That
The governor's chair is not the
should be a lot of fun to watch.
only position that Connecticut
Meanwhile, the State Supreme legislatures are vying for. Rumor
Court threw a wrench in the whole has it that Senate Majority Leader
ballgame a few weeks ago when it Joseph Heberman would like to
ruled that the way in which the take a crack at U.S. Sen. Abraham
state finances the public school Ribicoff's seat when Ribicoff comes
system, namely local property up for reelection.
tax, is unconstitutional. This, says
Lieberman has taken a strong
Sen. Audrey Beck, chairwoman of
the Finance Committee, which
cont. on page 9
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Johnson's Sculpture Stands Completed
by S. C. Brown
Last Thursday night, just before
10:00, Woolsey Johnson and his
crew of friends completed the
construction of the 24 foot sculpture that now stands in front of
Mather Hall. There has been a lot
of puzzlement as to what this huge
piece of weathering steel is doing
here. Abstract art of this scale
often causes such contusion.
The installation of this piece
was Johnson's project for his
Independent Study in Sculpture.
More than one man's work, this
involved the Trinity College departments of Buildings and
Grounds, Engineering, Fine Arts,
the offices of College Affairs and
Public Relations, as well as the
help of many individuals. The
project dealt outside the school
with industries that Johnson contacted; this venture would never

don't often happen at Trinity.)
Initially Johnson had enlisted the
help of Peter Preston and Tom
Heffernan; by the time the sculpture was complete, George Griswold, Bim Dow, Peter Edwards,
Mike Carter, Steve Wood, Tom
Miller and Bill Nahill had volunteered their efforts. Even the
photographer, Hugh Mohr, put on
a hard hat when it became too dark
to take pictures.
Now the sculpture stands completed, oblivious to the various
compliments and insults it receives. Steve Wood, Trinity's
Artist-in-Residence, was more than
enthusiastic about its presence
here. Referred to by one unenlightened student as a "travesty of
twisted metal," the sculpture is
certainly receiving its share of
criticism. One wonders whether
those students who use such
eloquent phrases as "ugly and
stupid" in reference to it might
not be those people who leave their
beer cups strewn over this same
campus.
ence feedback, he was given much
Whether the public is willing to
constructive criticism. Several - accept Johnson's merit as a
people felt the themes were too sculptor or not, the initiative he
obvious and too cynical. Said one displayed in organizing its conwoman, "It was difficult to enjoy struction must certainly be recogwhat was enjoyable." Most view- nized. Though the presence of this
ers found the pictures "refresh- sculpture is the result of a
ing," and the messages harsh. cooperative venture, Johnson's
Several comments were made on own commitment to an idea and
the advantage of being able to persistence in making it work
speak with the creator, for his deserve praise. The piece, which
intentions often differ from the he refers to as a "Handful," will
meaning which the audience de- remain here until October of 1977.
rives from their viewing.

have been possible without their
cooperation and encouragement.
Jim Stone, of Stone Enterprises
in Windsorville, exemplified this
enthusiasm in the completion of
Johnson's sculpture. A graduate of
Trinity in 1952, Stone provided the
crane service and operated the
crane himself. Though expecting to
be home for lunch, he stayed until
the last channel beam was in place.
His attitude was typical of others
who contributed in this project.
James Benson and Robert Chiasa
of Bethlehem Steel, Mike Pratt and
Joseph Witkowski of National
Welding and Manufacturing, Larry
Schwartz of Sheppard Steel, and
professional engineer Harry Kraus
all deserve recognition for their
cooperation.
The entire time the piece was
going up, a small crowd cheered
the workers on. (Things like this

Multi-Media Project
by Linda Scott
It was entitled "Multi-Media
Presentation: a collage in ten
movements," and it involved audio
and visual expression. Hillary
Bercovici's independent study project used music, slides and readings to illustrate the possible
methods of presenting an idea. On
Thursday, May 12, Bercovici presented his project to an audience in
Wean Lounge.
Basically, the program was ten
"collages" of verbal and visual
images. Each collage consisted of
music, a series of slides and a
taped-reading. It was intended to
involve the audience's sense and
create a mood. The themes that ran
throughout the collages were those
of death and racism.
The majority of the slides
shown were taken locally, with a
few of them taken in the British
West Indies. Many of them were
from Zion Street cemetery. In
some of the collages, the pictures
of graveyards contradicted the
image portrayed by the reading,
but in others ihe two coincided
perfectly. The most popular collage
appeared to be one in which
Bercovici's visual image was simply a still-life shot of a s.ngle
squirrel, and the verbal image was
a reading of Leonard Cohen's
"Summer Haiku."
After the 16 minute presentation, Bercovici opened a discussion
by speaking about the technical
aspects and difficulties involved in
assembling his project. Originally,
the project was meant to be an
example of the possibility of
relationships between trie three
types of media. Later, the idea of
instilling philosophical questions of
death and values into the presentation came to him. The result was
the media presentation which
raised questions concerning life
and death.
When Bercovici opened the
discussion for questions and audi-

Spring Dance Concert
by Catherine Under
On May 10 and 11 in the
Goodwin Theatre, a concert called
Spring Dance was given by the
repertory and performance students of the Dance Department.
There were ten pieces and eleven
dancers and a wide variety of
theme, music, costuming and
especially quality of movement was
used. The performance began with
a piece called "Five and Thirty"
with music by Don Hicks and his
Hot Licks. Susan Dorsey, Margaret
Rubino, and Emily Twaddell
moved on from stage right dressed
in brightly colored striped socks
and shirts over their leotards. They
danced across stage in a group; alii
with animated expressions on their
faces and light movement flowing
from their bodies. It was a cheerful
piece which started the concert on a
positive note.
The following pieces were solo
dances which were choreographed
and performed by the same person.
The first of these was called
"Subway." In reaction to subway
sounds, which were made through
synthesized music, Martha Ferguson performed. There was little
movement involved in the first half
and when she did move her action

Review Corrections
Since my review of the
Spring Repertory production
appeared in this paper last
week, various errors have
been pointed out to me which 1
would like to take this opportunity to correct.
First, I got a lot of grief
from some people down at
Austin Arts for giving the
impression, erroneously, that
these plays were all put on by
senior theatre arts majors.
This is not so. The joint

Johnson completed the construction of his sculpture entitled,
"Handful" with the help of many friends. p h o t o b y S c o t t L e v e m h a l

production was called Spring
Repertory and not all of the
students were theatre arts
majors, let alone seniors.
Second, because 1 forgot to
transcribe from my own confused notes, the artistry of Jim
Moskow, which was ably
demonstrated between acts of
Noel Coward's Ways and
Means, was unfortunately
omitted. This was most unfortunate and 1 apologize to Mr.
Moskow,
John Shannon

was tense. There was an eerie
quality to the piece which was
effective. Towards the end, there
seemed to be a lot of thrashing
motion. The next of these solo
performances was entitled "Childhood's E n d " with music by
Deodato. Renez - Greene danced.
There was a sad but playful feeling
to her movement. There were
excellent emotional transitions,
and the facial expression and
movement coordination was precise. Her movement was not at all
dependent on the music. There was
a true sense to the ending of
childhood to which the audience
was all able to relate. Amy Lipman
followed with music Tr^iy" J.'§. Bach
in a piece called ^Allegro." There
was a coquettish air to this piece.
As Amy repeatedly ran on and off
alternate sides of the stage with
frolicsome steps, one could sense
the briskness in the tempo of the
movement as well as the music.
Following that piece was one
entitled "Rintrah," who is a
character from Blake's Marriage of
Heaven and Hell. Win Piper
choreographed and danced this
piece. His body strength and usage
of sustainment of movement were
all-important to this piece. The
dance had a serious and meditative
quality to it. The part about this
which was particularly impressive
was the way in which Win sensed
and isolated his separate body
parts so carefully and thoughtfully.
The last piece before the intermission was entitled "Sugarfoot
Stomp," a Charleston. It was
choreographed by Daniel Nagrin
and was directed by Carter
McAdams. It was performed by all
of the women in the previous pieces
plus Andrea Massey, Stephanie
Ravett, and Nancy Wolfson. They
were decked out in flapper type
dresses of all colors. Everyone
enjoyed
this
precisely

choreographed dance. The most
striking part about this piece was
its success in bringing the audience
in. Such fantastic facial expressions
were used to entertain the audience
and everyone was certainly amused
by them.
After a short break "At the
Gazebo" was performed by Andrea
Massey and Jim Merrill with
Andrea Massey as the choreographer. They both wore sneakers
which created rhythmical sounds
against the floor. Many of their
movements were puppet-like and
although there was no music, the
movements themselves
had
enough of a beat to keep the
audience interested. They worked
beautifully as a couple. From this
piece evoked perhaps the best
audience response. The next dance
was entitled "Huis Clos." It was
choreographed and performed by
Margaret Rubino with music by
Lucian Berino, which was partially
in French. This was a threatening
and scary piece which in a way
had an existential quality to it.
Margaret's exit through the back
curtain was surprising because the

audience thought she was coming
back on stage. The next piece
" M u m p s i m u s " was choreographed and performed by Emily
Twaddell with music by Conlin
Mancarrow. There was a crawly,
humorous personality to this piece.
Emily had such subtlety and grace
in her movement that it was
delightful to watch. Some of
the movements she did were
indescribably precise.
The final piece used all of the
female dancers and Win Piper. It
was entitled "Sovereign Family"
and was choreographed by Carter.
McAdams. A story was told
through this dance which was split
into three parts. The shades of
purples, blues, and grey tones for
costumes were effective for the
mood of this dance. There were
many sustained mirrored movements used. The variety of expression and movement told a great
deal of the story. The audience
enjoyed this clever piece. The
performance as a whole was
professionally performed and successfully executed.

Hartford Stage Co.
One half the available subscriptions have been sold for the new
Hartford Stage Company's first
season, according to theatre manager William Stewart,
The new, $2.5 million theatre,
scheduled to open October 14, has
a subscription capacity of 12,000.
The Stage company anticipates a
full house for the first season, said
•Stewart.
Season tickets—which include a
"Total Entertainment" package of
theatre, restaurant discounts,
guaranteed indoor parking and
other benefits—are being offered
to the public on a first-come basis.

Productions for the first season
will include A Flea ta Her Ear by
Georges Feydeau, All the Way
Home by Tad Mosel,. Rain by W.
Somerset Maugham, The Philadelphia Story
by Philip Barry,
Suzanna Andler by Marguerite
Duras, and a world premiere, to be
announced.
Subscriptions to the new
theatre, located on Church Street
between G.Fox and the Hartford
Civic Center, begin at $22.50 and
can be secured by phone at HSC's
special subscription hotline 5274372.
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More Arts

college sport shop
Bancroft tennis fiames

Trinity Alive

Dance Performance Series
The Trinity Alive Summer Arts
Festival announces its Summerstage Dance Performance Series to
be presented on Sunday evenings
at 8 P.M. in the Goodwin Theatre
of Austin Arts Center on the Trinity
College campus. Trinity Alive has
been launced by the College to
increase the number of cultural
,•' opportunities available to ConnectI icut residents in the summer.
f
The Dance Performance Series,
I showcasing a cross-section of Connecticut talent, will present the
• Dance Alliance Company on June
19, the Connecticut Dance Theatre
on July 10 and the Hartford Ballet
I on July 24.

The 5-Member Dance Alliance
Company is affiliated with the
Dance Alliance of New Haven, a
non-profit, community-based organization which offers modern
dance training to professionals and
non-professionals. A -collaborative
group of dancers and choreographers, the Company is improvisational in nature and represents a
variety of orientations from Cunningham and Limon techniques to
folk, gymnastics, children's theatre
and effort/shape expertise. The
result is an entertaining repertoire
which conveys new perspectives in
movement.
The Connecticut Dance theatre,

Sumnierstage's second dance presentation, founded in 1975 by
artistic director, Mary Giannone,
uses original music in its repertoire.
Giannone's 8-member Dance
Theatre has emerged as a highly
diversified company which offers
an exciting blend of contemporary
American dance styles for both the
concert stage and television. The
company's unusual repertoire is
distinguished by works in modern
dance, contemporary ballet and
theatre/dance performed to a
variety of musical genres from
Handel to original jugband music
and from Takemitsu to a taped
voice collage.
Climaxing the Summerstage
Dance season will be the Hartford
Ballet, the most actively toured
company in the United States.
by Catherine Linder
The first piece of the concert
Under the artistic direction of
On May 15 at 7:45 in the Dance was entitled "Moonshadow" and
former Joffrey Ballet principal,
Studio, seven Trinity students was performed by Mona Daleo with
Michael Uthoff, the 18-member
performed their individual works. music by Chuck Mangione. There
Hartford Ballet will have just
One of the nine peices was a was a strong sense of stretching
begun their 1977-78 season with
shortened form of tai chi, which and reaching in Mona's movement.
two new dancers.
was performed by Jim Merrill and The mood created was that of
Dedicated to presenting the
Andrea Massey. Jim called it a satisfaction.
finest in theatrical dance choreo"moving meditation", where the
Margaret Rubino danced two
graphed by a group of creative
movement all comes from very solos; the first one was called
artists, the Company will draw
deep inside.
"B-P" which stands for body parts.
from its eclectic repertoire of more
Another peice which was parti- There was a good inclusion of body
than 16 ballets to give central
cularly creative was entitled contractions and movements of
Connecticut audiences a sampling
"Untitled." Chipp Gardner danced various tempos. In her other piece
of their favorites.
to music by Quincy Jones. The Margaret had a clever usage of
Trinity Alive will offer seven
audience saw Chipp slipping in and the wall, a bench, a window seat
weeks of professional theatre,
out of reality through a variety of and a bar.
dance, music, children's theatre,
?
Amy Katz danced to music by
movements of different qualities.
films and.outdoor concerts, and is
Sherry Hildirig performed two Carole King. Her piece had a
sponsored by Trinity College with
interesting peices, one of which happy feeling with a sense of
the support of the Connecticut
was entitled "About my Laziness." discovery incorporated. Emily
Commission on the Arts through
The other one which was called "I Twaddell and Margaret Rubino
the Connecticut Foundation for the
Run Because I Have to Run," performed the last peice called,
Arts. The festival will be held on
combined movement with a vague "Wait Among Friends." They
the Trinity campus from June 14
story line. Sherry danced with a used clever body movements and
through July 30.
string of bells around one of her changing shapes. The way that
For more information call
ankles. There was a feeling of they worked with each other was
527-8062, The box office located in
threatening intensity conveyed enjoyable to watch. It was a
tht •' u.-<;r Arts Center at Trinitt
through her movement which was humorous way to end a delightful
College
.il be open May 23.
performance.
particularly effective.
Tickets may also be purchased at
the Summerstage ticket booth at
the Art Mart during the Greater
. Hartford Civic and Arts Festival,
June 4-11.
>•

Student Dance

Nixon Returns

cont, from page 7
dence at the White House lasted
5'/j years. His enthusiastic public,
though/tired of the same old jowls,
hounded him out from within his
domain. Nixon retired to his
palatial residence by the ocean in
San Clemente, California.There he
spent the next two and a half years
cultivating new material. He considered both vaudeville and standU
P comedy. Finally, though, he
settled on being a straight man. He
decided that the best way to make
America laugh was by telling
a
bsurd stories, supposedly true, in
a
dead-pan "Who me?" manner.
"Tricky Dick" considered many
forms in which to return to face his
Public. After considering a number
°f offers, Tricky was won over by
, ' h e Englishman, David Frost.
j 'empted by $600,000 plus a
(Percentage of the profits, the
| frosty and Tricky show came to
1 television on May 4. The format
j !,nd t l l e new style was a hit as
I /'cky captured a share of some
! 5 ™ of the viewing public.
i N1 e r e v ' e w s were great.
j N|xon's image as the deadpan
i c<>n-man Was loved by America.
I ,, *!? can forget his rendition of
w
nat is obstruction of justice?"
Ur
now about his old (c. 1974}
, outme, "I'm only guilty of bad

1

I

"Nixon is remarkable - 4Vi
s read the Dally News. "A
j New dawning for comedy," the
.j ' e w York T i m w said. Not all found
1 performance funny, though.
Will
"am Loeb, editor of the MmSlar

Chester Guardian asked the nonintellectual question, "What's so
funny?"
In general, though, Nixon's
return to our homes was a success.
The punchline to a particularly
humorous anecdote, "I am a lousy
butcher'' touched off laughter from
Maine to California. Another highlight was the story about two
associates who turned out to be
crooks. "I cut off one arm, then I
cut off the other," Nixon said and
America howled. It was that kind
of an evening.
All in all, it was a memorable
performance. Welcome
back
Richard Nixon.

Sfringing: §9^50; lor,: rjestitoumaraeiht • riyion?

PREPARE NOW
FOR BOARD EXAMS!

GRE
MCAT
COMPACT

Enroll now! Call days, evenings & weekends
Complete tape facilities for review and
supplementary purposes

cont. from page 7
stand against the Quits and Fires
measure, and has straddled the
fence on the bottle bill, voting for
it, but not speaking out for it. He
also is very happy about Senator
Beck's amendment to the bill,
which will have the state set up job
training and placement for those
thrown out of work by the bill. This
way, he maintains his standing
with labor.
Politics, as can be seen, is a
never-ending game. It's a youscratch-my-back-and-ril-scratchyours children's game that, like
baseball, is played by kids who
never grew up. Even though the
State Legislature only sits for six
months on odd numbered years
and five months on even numbered
years (they need the extra time to
campaign on those years) it's a
game they play 365 days a year.
This state is really no different
than any other state. The;' may
move a little slower (the farmers
can't keep up with the big city
pace,) but they do just as much
fenagling as anywhere else.
It's too bad that most of us are
too busy with our own little games
up on the hill to get off, get into the
real world, and learn how to really
act like children.
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WE MAKE JUMBO HOT GRINDERS! FACT: Our HALF grinder
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A SOCIABLE
EATERY

American
Pastime

GMAT
LSAT

LATE NIGHT SNACKS

752 MAIN STREET AT CENTRAL ROW
HARTFORD, CT. DIAL: A HOLD-UP

From April 1 through June 14, you can fly roundtrip from
New York to Luxembourg for only $410.
' .
That's $89 less than the youth fare you'd pay on any
other scheduled airline. (From Chicago you pay $458 thru
April 30 and $430 from May 1 thru June 14.) All you
have to do is be under the age of 26.
There are no booking restrictions. We give you the same
service you'd get from other airlines, without the same high
costs. So, if you're not flying Icelandic to Europe, you're
spending more than you have to. We'll give you the best deal
on fares and on our New Horizon Escorted Tours, too.

Save$89 on jet fare§

to Europe and book
anytime you want.
'""Icelandic Airlines, Dept.
ttCN
HO. Box 105, Vfest Hempstead, N.Y 11552
See your travel agent. Or call toll free: <800) 555-1212.
lease send information on Icelandic's low-cost fares and New
':)rizon Escorted Toiirs of Europe.

'

Name
Address
1
:
| City
Stale
,
I Fares subject to change and gov't. approval.

Zip
^^

|

Icelandic

Lowest Jet fares to Europe of any scheduled airline.
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News Notes
Bhies Symposium .

Elm Street, Hartford 06115, Tel.
566-2887.

The Connecticut Humanities
Council will sponsor a symposium
entitled "Contemporary Moral and
Ethical Issues in American prisons." It will be presented on
Wednesday, May 18th at 7:00 P.M.
in the Library Lecture Hall, Sacred
Heart University in Bridgeport.
Featured speaker is Dorothy
Wadsworth, Commissioner, State
of New York Commission of
Correction.

Craftspersons who wish to enter
their works in the juried Crafts
Exhibit are invited to bring up to
five pieces to the Old State House
in downtown Hartford between 9
AM and 7 PM on Monday May 23
and between 9 AM and 4 PM on
Tuesday May 24. A five dollar
entry fee will also be charged for
this category.

Downtown Fan C!ub

Attention Artists

The Hartford
Central
Branch YMCA is ready to offer an
exciting, meaningful summer experience for your sons, ages 6-12 at
its Downtown Fan Club. Offered in
three 2-week sessions starting June
27, the Downtown Fun Club will
emphasize learning new skills,
working and playing with others
and having fun in a supervised
atmosphere.
For further information, contact
the Central Branch YMCA Youth
Department at 522-4183.

Child Care Workshop
Child care specialists from the
New England states are slated to
gather in Hartford this week as the
Connecticut State Health department holds a regional workshop for
people who work with handicapped
children.
The three-day event, supported
by a U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare (HEW)
grant, will be held Wednesday,
May 18 through Friday, May 20 at
the Hartford Graduate Center, 275
Windsor Street.
The program covers a broad '
range of topics related to several
aspects of handicapped child care
and will feature state medical
experts as well as federal experts
from Boston, Washington, D.C.,
and Rockvtlle, Maryland.
The workshop is open to anyone
interested in the problems of
handicapped children. Further information may be obtained by
contacting Mr. John Sayers, Crippled Children Section, Connecticut
State Department of Health, 79

Cftifts Exhibit

Artists wishing to enter the
non-juried exhibit this year are
invited to bring their works to the
Talcott Street entrance to Constitution Plaza between 9 A.M. and 7
P.M. on May 26 and between 9
A.M. and 4 P.M. on May 27. The
first 200 entries in any medium will
be accepted. No prizes will be
awarded, nor will the works be
juried. The art in this category will
be exhibited under tents and
canopies on Constitution Plaza
during the June 4-12 Greater
Hartford Arts Festival.

Prints Safe
A suite of four prints designed
especially for the exhibition Paperworks (Relief Printmaking) by
Kalarson and a limited edition of an
embossing by Robert Cale will be
sold in the Lions Gallery of the
Senses of the Wadsworth Atheneum through July 10, 1977. The
proceeds will provide continued
support for the gallery's programs
for both visually impaired and
sighted visitors.
Arrangements to purchase the
prints may be made at the Lions
Gallery of the Senses which is open
to the public free of charge
Tuesday through Saturday from 11
A.M. to 3 P.M., and Sunday from 1
to 5 P.M.

Humanities Colloquium
On Saturday, May 21st, at 9:30
A.M., the Connecticut Humanities
Council will sponsor a colloquim on
humanities and death. It will be

r

held in the Parish House, United
Church on the Green, in New
Haven. Speakers will include Joan
Burbick, Mellon Post-Doctoral Fellow, Center for the Humanities,
Wesleyan University, and Milena
Levak, Professor of Anthropology,
Western College, Ohio.

father Open
The Mather Hall dining room
will be open as a study area
through May 25 from 8 P.M. to 4
A.M.

Camp Downtown
Working parents will be happy
to learn of the YMCA's Camp
Downtown, a stimulating, recreation and culture program for boys

and girls ages 7-12. Designed with
and next for the 1977 IVY. You
can be left at the Central Branch
YMCA as early as 7:30 A.M. and
picked up as late as 5:30 P.M.
Four two-week sessions are
planned, starting July 5, July 18,
August 1 and Aujust 15. The $55.00
camp fee includes membership in
the YMCA, and the 50 openings
per session are filled on a firstcome, first^served basis. For further information, contact the Central
Branch YMCA at 522-4183, or
•write: Camp Downtown, Central
Branch YMCA, 160 Jewell Street,
Hartford, CT 06103.

1977 Ivy
Orders will be taken this week

ummeR
Hi jtil^tSf^k. ^ f t t t k i J^HH j^lMkk.
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Reminder
AH campus housing must -be '
vacated by noon on Tues., May 31.

and next for the 1977 IVY You

Announcements
Washington internships
The National Center for Public
Service Internship Programs has
just published the Directory of
Washington Internships.
The directory, now available,
describes 120 internships and .also
includes information about the
Federal College Work Study Program, application and resume
procedures and resource information. Categories covered include
Arts and Humanities, Conservation
and Environment, Education, Legal Affairs, Women's Organizations International Relations, Urban Policy, Social Change, Mediaa
and Communications and Public
Policy.
The Directory is available from
the National Center for Public
Service Internships, 1735 Eye
Street, N.W., Suite 601, Washington, D.C. 20006 and the price is six
dollars, prepaid, for non-members.

Summer Study
Students contemplating sum-

mer study for which they will wish
transfer credit at Trinity should
read pages 69 and 70 of the current
Catalogue and should obtain the
"Summer Session Bequest for
Credit" sheet from the Registrar's
Office.

Poetry Reading
Rick Hornung will read from his
works at Phil's on Thursday (not
Wednesday as previously listed) at
10:00 P.M. Accompanying him will
be the music of Robert Silverman
and David Lavourgna.

Tko'TRINITV
AI IWE CI1MMCD
The
TRINITY ALIVE
SUMMER
ARTS FESTIVAL .will offer three exciting credit courses in dance and theatreJudy Dworin has designed a unique
course which yM ;explq>r| ^architectural
space in the cityscape of Hartford, require students to keep a movement
notebook and-will provide video feedback for students' self analysis.
Another course, for graduate credit, is
for people who work with people. Discover how movement can be used as a
means of expression, a creative problem
solver, a means for group interaction and
a tool for self-awareness.
•
The theatre course, taught by George
Nichols, will cover acting, movement,
directing, scene and play analysis,
modes of drama, as well as the technical and business aspects of theatre.
SUMMERSTAGE. the new professional
theatre company on Trinity's campus,
will provide an excellent backdrop for
this course with professional designers and Equity actors working with the
students.
The College will be alive with a new
summer arts festival and air-conditioned
apartments are available on campus.
Call 203-527-3151 X 208

proposals which require further
research.
"Students and faculty are often
searching for meaningful topics of
study," notes a Research Bank
spokesman. "In contrast, public
interest groups need research in
innumerable areas, but lack the
resources to perform it. The
Research Bank brings both together."
Those interested in more information may contact the Research Bank at P.O. Box 19367,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

Future Fair

Research Bank
Students who think their college
educations worthless may have the
opportunity to use them after all.
The Public Scholars Reserarch
Bank, an offshoot of Ralph Nader's
nationwide Public Interest Research Groups, is seeking students
and faculty who can help them
study over 100 public interest

flflCe * TH6ATRG

i

should recieve an order form in
your mailbox to mail in. 1977 %'
seniors will automatically receive
the book free.
Please mail your order in an
envelope with a check [no money]
to Ivy — Box 3028. The cost of the
IVY will be $7.50. Books should be
available in October of 1977. If your i
plan to be away then, please J
consult the order form now.
**
For additional information, call
527-3151: ext. 435.
:

Come to a Futures Fair in the
country, with hundreds of exhibits,
presentations and working demonstrations in wind, solar and wood
energy, and much more. Panels,
debates, and workshops will examine options for the future now.
The Toward Tomorrow Fair will be
held at the University of Massachusetts from June 24 to June 26,

Classified
For Sale

Personals

Medium sized white refrigerator/frceier. Perfect condition. $40.00 of best
offer. Call Steve, 249-4405.

Apartments
Apartment sublet: Summer months,
160 New Britain Ave. Partially furnished. Call Leslie 52j-<5332 or 232-5989
Apartment sublet: June and July only!
next to campus on School Street. Roomy
bachelor's apt. Call 527-8623

n.b. Despite rumors Co the contrary,
Scarlett O'Zanger's feet arc perfectly
o,k. She shall overcome.
Happy Graduation to: James,. J.K. I*^
Weasel, Duffy, Kenny, Fera Hepps,
Carl, Zan, Buf, Grabo, Crash, Brian, j
Sophie, Jamie, Vert, Peter, Bags, -_,
Moose, Meredith, Margo, Jud, Eddie,
Bob, Bill, Timmy Drew, Stiss, Nick,
Dief, Wymo, Roger, Gay, Alyson,
Michael, Zabel, Mitch, Lisa — Party
onMXOBunter
i•

DEADLINES: Classifieds must besubmirted by Saturday noon for
publication the following Tuesday. RATES: Students only 15<t for the
first line, NX each additional line. NO MAXIMUM Business accounts ,
10t a word, $1.50 Minimum. PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH
AD.

SS3S33S

CLASSIFIED COUPON
a

Please print your ad clearly

!
Your name:
Address:
Telephone:
Payment enclosed:
Send to TRIPOD, Box
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More Sports
When the
Shouting Dies
by Nick Noble
The rites of spring give way to
the summer game, and the Trinity
Baseball season comes to a close.
For coach Robie Shults it has been
the final season: next Spring he
and his wife will be living in
Florida. As a last hurrah it was a
disappointment, but even a sub-par
9-11 send-off has had its golden
moments.
Six seniors are leaving the fold,
and we'll miss each and every one
of them in their own way. We'll
miss:
Jim McGrath's class act; Gentleman Jim; burning them by; and
"No profanity on the bench,
fellas."
Bob O'Leary's red helmet;
Pudge behind the plate; hesitation
throws to second; and "Have an
idea, lad!"
Mike Wyman's wondrous
wheels; baby face; gorgeous glove;
and "Hey, Wymo!"
Dave Weselcouch's opportune
and occasionally thrilling bat
(that's timely and (un)exciting);
great glove at first; leap for the
ball, jump off the bag, and tag the
runner; and "Watch those throws,
men."
On Sunday there was a team
cook-out and banquet at Coach
Shults' home. There, during the
savoring of delicious desserts, the
Awards were presented. Sophomore DH John "Frank" Rowland
was named Most Valuable Player,
an award given to the letterman
who has contributed the most to the
season, by a vote of the team.
Despite a late season slump his
batting average was a tremendous
.375, with an impressive total of
extra base hits. Frank's best game
was against Coast Guard, where he

hit for the cycle, going four-for-four
with a single, a double, a triple,
and Home Run.
Named the Most Improved
Player for the season was Jim
Leone. Padre didn't start early in
the season, but impressed the
coaches with a pair of doubles in
his two appearances as a pinchhitter. He came on strong in the
second half of the spring, hitting
well and playing at Third and as
DH.
Rob Claflin, a fine outfielder
with lots of hustle, won the award
for most bases stolen on the
season. The red haired Junior was
also deservedly elected Captain of
next year's Varsity Nine. One
expects great things of him.
Speaking of Captains, Captain
Bob O'Leary was given a special
award for his dedication to dutv
both behind the plate and behind
the scenes. Captain Milt was an
encouragement and an inspriation
to all who played with him.
Trin's outlook for '78 is fairly
rosy. They team retains considerable offensive punch. True it will
be working with a pretty raw
infield, but it too has exciting
prospects. The outfield is solidly
manned with good gloves and some
speed. The returning pitchers
(mostly rising sophomores) have
lots of potential and, now, some
needed experience. Who will
coach? We'll all hold our breaths
and see.
Goodbye Bobby, Jim, Wymo,
Wes, Doc, and Krash. Especially
goodbye Robie, and Mrs. Shults,
and thank you.
Hello Padre, Frank, Rudy,
Clank, Waugh-boy, Mike, Smitty,
Ools, and the rest of you guys. Its
going to be one hell of a year.

R m®m mam m&K m&K ^^
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Icelandic
NEW
"SUPERGRQUPER"
NO ADVANCE BOOKING REQUIRED
NO AFFINITY REQUIRED
FARE VALID UP TO ONE YEAR
CLIENTS MAY RETURN INDIVIDUALLY
ANYTIME
NEW YORK-LUXEMBOURG
$485°°
Every Monday or Thursday until Aug. 29
TELEPHONE NOW SPACE LIMITED

Youth Fare 12 through 25 years $ 4 1 0 ° °
until June 14

JUNE 11-SEPT 1 4
STUDENT EURAILPASS
$460°°
Two months 2nd Class
$230°°
*********************************************
Brochures- I S G
Name
Address.
City
Zip
Tel

—

j KENNEY
TRAVEL
7 S. Main St.
WestHwrtford.,CT
W M

—
—

—

—
"~

•

236-5971

Rick Wang and Bwiy Boddttn hurdle agates* Ambon* at the feat m e t of the

photo by Dave Teichmann

Spring Track
Trinity's Varsity Track team has
ended its season. There were some
fine individual perforniances, despite the overall showing on the
won-loss record.
Team Co-Captain Brett MacInnes, a hurdler and jumper, held
the team high in individual points
scored with 66'/j, placing first eight
times.
Four Trinity College records
were broken this season. Mac
Innes himself produced a high
jump of 6'7" to break the old
record of 6'63/t" that had stood for
27 years. The five year old record in
the High Hurdles was broken by
Junior Rick Wang with a time of
15.3
Two other records were demolished by John Sandman and Jeff
Mather. Sandman set a 3 mile
record with a time of 15:35:6.
Senior Tom Heslln setting to throw the Javelin. On April 16th Tom Mather threw the discus 152'U",
to break the thirteen year old
had a fine throw of 136'11".
photo by Dave Teichmann
record of 1527".

ABC
PIZZA HOUSE

(ACROSS FROM TRINITY CAMPUS)

287 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE - HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Richard Sfaron, Prop.

• DELICIOUS PIZZA
• HOT OVEN GRINDERS
• ROAST BEEF GRINDERS
Phone 247-0234
CALL WHEN YOU LEAVE AND YOUR
PIZZA WILL BE READY WHEN YOU ARRIVE
BUY 4 S-.ZZAS - A N Y SIZE - GET THE 5th ONE FREE
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photo by Gary Savadove

Two Days at Dad Vail
by Merrill O'Brien
In the national division B
rowing championships at the Dad
Vail Regatta in Philadelphia this
past weekend, the Trinity crew tied
for second place. With fifty schools
competing Coast Guard took first
place in the total point standings
with 28, and Trinity and Ithaca tied
for second with 15 points each.
The Varsity Heavies placed
fourth and the Varsity Lights didn't
qualify for the finals. In the J.V.'s
the Heavies took third, and the
Lights didn't qualify. The Freshman Heavies placed fifth, and the
Freshman Lights took first.
The Lightweights were the first
to be eliminated. Racing against
Drexel, Western Onataio, Fordham, W.P.I, and U.V;A., they
missed capturing the qualifying
third place by a solitary second on
the clock. After a very fast first
thousand meters, Western Ontario
had a length lead, Drexel had half a
length, and Trin and W.P.I, were
jockeying for third place. At the

head of Peter's Island four hundred
meters from the finish, both W.P.I,
and Trinity began their sprints.
Coxswain Maggie "We're moving
through 'em" Watts could not be
heard in the bow due to a speaker
failure, and Trin's spring was
consequently poorly timed. W.P.I,
pulled together and held off the
Bantams' last surge to capture
third.
If the Lightweights didn't increase their number of wins
throughout the season, they did
increase their speed. The varisty
will have six lettermen returning
next year, plus a wealth of
excellent J.V. and Freshman oarsmen. Like the Boston Red Sox, the
Lights are bound to come back.
Graduating are co-captain Steve
Stueck, two-man and co-captain
Bob Cedarbaum, hungry six-man
Sam Thayer, and stroke Merrill
O'Brien. What do ex-oarsmen do?
Steve Stueck will be fulfilling his
ambition to sell the Brooklyn

Bridge to New York City; Bob
Cederbaum will be reaching nirvana in a skull on the Connecticut
River; Sam Thayer will be eating
up the profits of his imminent
best-seller: "The delight of four
hundred calories per day", and
Merrill O'Brien will be prowling
between the stacks of some law
school library.
The J.V. Lights came in fourth
in the semi-final heat, missing the
qualifying third place by six
seconds. The Lights rowed a good
race with a decent start and an
effective sprint. A powerful Coast
Guard boat, however, shot out from
the start and kept the lead. The
Lights finished behind the Guard,
Ithaca, and Marietta, and ahead of
U.V.A. and W.P.I.
On Saturday, the four Trinity
boats that made the finals performed before banks crowded by an
estimated 5,000 people.
The Freshman Lights took the
gold. After a poor start and a

24 Hour Marathon
byNickNoble

-

The Fifth Annual Trinity College 24 Hour Relay
Marathon was run most valiantly by over 40 students
and faculty members down at the track from 9
A.M. Thursday to 9 A.M. Friday.
Tents and worn and weary bodies dotted the
football field as the runners, running on behalf of
Trinity's Women's Athletic Awards Fund set a
grueling pace which far surpassed the records of
previous years.
At night (despite a moon) the runners ran with
flashlights. Some individual runners ran up to 25
miles in the 24 hours. A total of 848 miles was
covered. Two teams broke last year's record of 221
total miles set by the faculty. This year the Men
Students' team covered 230 miles, while the faculty
covered 223.
, Sponsors of the runners pledged over $2000.00 to
the fund. And some of these selfsame sponsors came
out in the early hours of Friday morning, appearing
from the depths of Psi U with beer in hand, to cheer
on and encourage their courageous colleagues and
their friends.

photo by Scott Levcnehal

strong second 500 meters, the
Lights had a length lead. At the
halfway point the announcer still
hailed Trin as the leaders and
electricity spread among a sizeable
group of Trinity supporters in the
stands. Down the home stretch
second place Drexel strained to
come back, but Trin stayed well out
ahead finishing a length and a half
up on the second place boat. At the
review stand the gold medals
glittered as brightly as the smiles.
The speedy Frosh are David
Bolster, Hanry Fox, Bill Tonkin,
Doug Coulter, Barr Flynn, Gordie
Armour, Ed Kloman, Scott Lyden,
and Gil Benz.

The J.V. Heavies sport the most
successful record of the six crews,
winning five and losing three.
Graduating from that boat are
bow-man Mike Mackey and fiveman Tony Mazzarella. Next year
Mike will be studying towards his
M.B.A. at Syracuse while trying to
learn how to throw a frisbee, and if
Tony ever comes back from Philadelphia where he is running up an

and down the library steps looking
for Cuff and Link, he will go to
Springfield University and study
guidance counseling.

After taking an extremely close
second in the qualifying heat, the
The Varsity Heavies survived
Frosh Heavies came to the line for two heats to qualify for the finals on
the finals, rejuvenated by the tuna Saturday. In this final event of the
caserole at lunch. With this in day, for big points and the Dad Vail
mind, the other five boats rifled out Trophy, none of the six crews shot
of the starting stake boats. Trin ahead at the start. Spectators
finished fifth and three-man Brad listened eagerly as the announcer
Gold explained why: "Crew, like explained that all the crews were
any other sport, offers the partici- maintaining their staggered startpant a chance to win, and also — ing positions relative to each other.
the ultimate pimp — to lose." Then, at the Strawbery Mansion
Well, coming down to the finish, at Bridge, Coast Guard gained a half
the 1633 meter mark where the length- lead and began to move
decision to win is made, we opted away from the pack. F.I.T. purnot to win and to go for the pimp. sued. Coast Guard stayed in front
The rest is history." Nat Krieger, down to the line, F.I.T. was close
in a more serious vein, said the behind, Ithaca placed third, and
Heavies rowed the greatest second Trin came in fourth two lengths
thousand of their season, but that behind the winners.
"the key to winning a crew race is
crossing the finishing line first."
The Heavies rowed well in
After placing first in their competition that was murderous.
semi-final qualifying heat on Fri- . There's no cause for regret in such
day, the J.V. Heavies rose to the a performance. The biggest regret
occasion and took the bronze in the is that the boat is losing four highly
finals on Saturday. With Marietta experienced and gutsy members.
on one side and Coast Guard and Siz-man Paul Wendler plans to
F.I.T. on the other, the Heavies attend graduate school to study
had a tense but good start. They Botany. Bow-man Jim Plagenhoef
moved away from Marietta and hopes to land a job on the water
stayed with Coast Guard and F.I.T. sailing in the Caribbean. Coxswain
until the Strawberry Mansion Dave Greenspan will be coaching
Bridge where a crucial turn favored crew at Conn. College. Co-captain
the Guard and F.I.T. There latter Charlie Poole, stroke of the Varsity
two crews then battled for first Heavies, three time Henley comwhile Trin held firmly onto third petitor and twice winner, the most
down to the finish line. Trin respected Trin oarsman, will be
finished ten seconds behind first working the the fishing industry in
place Coast Guard, and eight Maine. On behalf of the seniors,
Charlie says: "See you later."
seconds behind F.I.T.

Frosh At
Sprints

Between marathon laps History
Professor Samuel Kassow relaxes
with Newsweek and Nixon, while in
the distance Department Chainnaa
Borden Painter does his bit. As you
can see, Trinity historians mad©
the most of the Marathon.

On Sunday the Trinity Fresh- the Petite Finals. Here was another
man Lightweight Crew rowed in exciting race, where they lost by
the Easters Sprints at Princeton. In 1.9 seconds to MIT after being
the morning heat they finished • ahead by V* of a length with 300
fourth, so they didn't qualify for yards to go.
the finals. They did, however, row
Both races were well rowed,
a fine race, as at 1,000 meters they considering ,how tired the Frosh
were dead even for the lead. But were after winning at Dad Vail. The
Yale, Rutgers, and Cornell pulled trip down to Princeton did much to
ahead.
enhance the reputation of, the
The Frosh Lights then entered Trinity Crew.

[Right] Mike Cheney hands off to
Scott Claman In an early mile of the
grueling 24 hoar Marathon.

photo by Scott Lcventhal
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